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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Summary
Context to the Project
This project builds on work initially undertaken for North Sydney Council by JSA in 2008,
including the preparation of Council’s Affordable Housing Strategy, most recently
updated in 2017. The evidence base that sits behind Council’s Affordable Housing
Strategy was most recently updated in 2013. This report:
•

Updates the evidence base that sits behind the Affordable Housing Strategy using
the most recent data available from the 2016 ABS Census of Population and
Housing; and

•

Explore options for taking the Strategy into the future given the current planning
context and available opportunities to ensure that Council is able to maintain and
grow its affordable housing scheme in perpetuity.

North Sydney Council has a long-standing commitment to affordable housing in its Local
Government Area. This has included research and advocacy, partnerships with local
social housing providers, and redeployment of its own resources for affordable housing
for 35 years.
The difficulty in protecting and/or replacing affordable housing stock that has been lost
in the North Sydney LGA has been apparent to Council for some time. Since the
affordable housing program began in 1984, at least 2,400 affordable bed spaces have
been lost in the LGA.1 Over the years, through contribution of land, partnerships with
State Government authorities and funds levied, Council has been able to mitigate this
loss through its partial or full ownership of 25 properties comprised of multi-unit
dwellings and houses, and boarding houses used for affordable housing. These
properties include partial ownership of a nursing home and two services offering
emergency accommodation to youth. Council has been unable to meet its stated goal of
5% of replacement of affordable housing stock lost due to the high cost of replacement.
Despite some excellent initiatives, such as the new generation boarding house in
Wollstonecraft, only a small number of bed spaces and/or dwellings have been
created.
The replacement strategy employed by Council may be nearing the end of its practical
life due to a dwindling stock of low cost private rental properties left to lose in the LGA,
such as boarding houses and non-strata subdividable flats and units, as well as how
1

JSA (2013) North Sydney Council Affordable Housing Background Report.
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developer contributions can be collected by Council under Part 3 of the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 and the requirement for
contributions to be forwarded to Family and Community Services (FACS) for affordable
housing purposes. It is also understood that whilst ARHSEPP developments have
occurred in North Sydney in recent years, no levies or contributions have resulted
or been collected for the scheme.2
Since 2016, there have been important reforms to the planning system in NSW,
particularly an overhaul of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. As of
March 2018, all Councils in NSW are also required to prepare a Local Strategic Planning
Statement (LSPS) and a Local Housing Strategy (LHS). It is understood that at the time
of writing, the North Sydney Council Local Housing Strategy is in draft.3 The LHS will
detail how and where housing will be provided in the North Sydney LGA, that links to the
vision, objectives and targets of the Greater Sydney Commission’s (GSC) North District
Plan4 whilst considering demographic trends, local housing supply and demand, local
land-use opportunities and constraints and local areas significance.
Importantly, with regard to Councils levying of contributions for affordable housing, in
early 2019 the State Environmental Planning Policy 70 Affordable Housing Revised
Schemes was expanded to include all Councils in NSW. At the same time, the
Department of Planning and Environment (DOPE) released Guidelines for Developing an
Affordable Housing Contributions Scheme; to assist Councils to develop their own
scheme to set out how, where, and at what rate development contributions can be
collected for affordable housing.5 After many years, all Councils in NSW now have a
mechanism to develop schemes to levy developer contributions for affordable housing.
The draft North Sydney Council Local Housing Strategy recommends that Council
investigate undertaking an Affordable Housing Contributions Scheme once the GSC and
the Department of Planning and Environment finalise consistent Affordable Rental
Housing Targets.6
There is no need to wait for the GSC. The Guideline for Developing an Affordable
Housing Contribution Scheme published by the DOPE in February 2019 provides Councils
with a blueprint to create their own tailor-made schemes to meet local objectives and
2

Information provided by North Sydney Council, July 2019.
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June.
4
Greater Sydney Commission (2018) Our Greater Sydney 2056: North District Plan – Connecting Communities,
March.
5
NSW Department of Planning and Environment (2019) Guideline for Developing an Affordable Housing
Contribution Scheme, February.
6
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June, Pg 7.
3
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requirements; whilst the GSC undertakes further work to support the implementation of
Affordable Rental Housing Targets including consideration of allocation, ownership,
management and delivery models.7
We note that the North District Plan reports that A Metropolis of Three Cities includes
Affordable Rental Housing Targets for very low to low-income households in Greater
Sydney, that are generally in the range of 5-10 per cent of new residential floor space
subject to viability in areas where there an uplift of land value is created.8
This report (and the previous 2013 report) provides evidence based targets for
affordable rental housing for the North Sydney LGA to 2036, based on maintaining 2016
levels of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households (social
housing, affordable rental and purchase housing and boarding house rooms) (see
Section 5.9 Quantification of Need for Affordable Housing).
The draft Local Housing Strategy reports that the dwelling supply targets for the LGA to
2036 will largely be met through development of the St Leonards Crows Nest
Planned Precinct, through capacity in existing zones and by allowing residential
flat buildings in R3 areas.9 The draft further notes that a Special Infrastructure
Contribution (SIC) will apply in the St Leonards Crows Nest Planned Precinct, a levy paid
by developers to share in the cost of delivering key pieces of state and regional
infrastructure, which does not include provisioning for affordable housing.10 We note that
Section 7.22(1)(a) of the Act includes ‘affordable housing’ as infrastructure that a
Special Infrastructure Contribution can provide.
Whilst the draft SIC for the St Leonards Crows Nest Planned Precinct is under
consideration11, this does not preclude the area to be included in an Affordable Housing
Contribution Scheme in North Sydney LGA. The Guideline notes that if the schedule for
infrastructure works for a special contribution area does not include affordable housing,
an affordable housing contribution scheme under SEPP70 may apply – to ensure that
contributions for the provision of affordable housing can only be required under either
SEPP70 or as a Special Infrastructure Contribution.12

7

North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June, Pg 81.
Greater Sydney Commission (2018) North District Plan, Pg 44. NSW Department of Planning and Environment
(2019) Guideline for Developing and Affordable Housing Contribution Scheme, Pg 7.
9
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June. Table 3, Pg 60 & 65.
10
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June, Pg 81.
11
http://planspolicies.planning.nsw.gov.au/?action=view_job&job_id=9247, accessed 08 August 2019.
12
NSW Department of Planning and Environment (2019) Guideline for Developing an Affordable Housing
Contribution Scheme, Special Infrastructure Contributions, Pg 10, February.
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We recommend that NSC discuss options with the Department of Planning and
Environment for introducing an Affordable Housing Contribution Scheme utilising value
captured through uplift in the St Leonards Crows Nest Planned Precinct and in existing
R3 areas where residential flat buildings may be allowed. In areas where there is
existing opportunity for redevelopment but uplift has already occurred, a scheme that is
progressively introduced could be considered as this will give the market time to
adapt and will not penalise current investors.
The North Sydney housing market has historically been one of the more expensive areas
in Greater Sydney, and continues to be so for both rental and purchase.

Very low and

low income households are effectively excluded from the private rental market in North
Sydney LGA. While some affordable rental is available for moderate income households,
this largely consists of studio and one bedroom apartments, with larger moderate
income households (such as families with children) likewise excluded from the rental
market.
This situation is not going to improve without continued advocacy and action by
Council, as has been its commitment for many years. With the expansion of SEPP 70 and
the context of planned future growth through the North District Plan, Council has the
opportunity to develop of its own Affordable Housing Contributions Scheme which may
provide one of the few viable options available to maintain and grow its Affordable
Housing scheme (funds and dwellings) amidst an ever dwindling supply of affordable
housing in the North Sydney LGA.

Overview of Key Findings
Characteristics of North Sydney’s Population
By comparison with Greater Sydney, North Sydney is characterised by higher
proportions of lone person households and couples without children households, with the
proportion of households with children low compared to Greater Sydney. Between 2006
and 2016, the number of households increased from approximately 30,200 to 32,900, an
increase of 9%, somewhat less than the 13% increase across Greater Sydney over the
same period. The makeup of households has changed somewhat in that time, with the
largest increase among couple households with children increasing from 4,000 to 5,900,
an increase of 48% over the ten-year period. There was a much smaller increase in the
number of lone person households. This in part reflects apparent changes in household
preferences, with more young people remaining in the LGA after they have partnered
and had children.

4
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Individual and household incomes are high, and residents of the area have become
wealthier over the past decade, indicating a displacement of lower-income populations
by younger high-income professionals and ‘cashed-up’ middle-aged adults, as well as the
higher earning capacity of the resident population. The relatively low number of persons
per dwelling is influenced by the high proportion of younger relatively high-income
households made up of lone persons and ‘couples with no children’ moving into or
remaining in the area, many of whom are likely to be renting close to where they work.
This is reflected in the mobility and youth of the population as well as the low level of
affordability of home purchase in the area for first homebuyers and/or the more
restricted choice for those needing to increase the size of their dwelling. Despite the
changes noted above, the relatively low number of persons per dwelling accords with the
high proportion of lone person and couples without children that dominates the
household profile within North Sydney LGA.
Migration data shows considerable (and quite balanced) population ‘churn’, with around
half of all households moving to and from relatively close by areas in northern Sydney.
Overall, couples with children in their 30s and 40s are moving out, probably seeking
larger or more appropriate accommodation, and are being replaced with childless
couples and singles. Net in-migration is almost entirely from those aged 20-29 years.
The age and household profile also reflects the nature and tenure of housing stock
available, with a higher proportion of smaller dwellings, particularly flats and units
available in the LGA.
The profile of commuters shows the differences between those who work in an area and
those who live in an area. Data indicate that workers are generally not excluded from
North Sydney LGA (assuming that people will live close to their place of work if they are
able). Rather they choose to commute into the LGA because they wish to live in an area
which is higher amenity, has lower density/larger housing, etc.

Housing Affordability Trends
The North Sydney housing market has historically been one of the most expensive in
Greater Sydney, and continues to be so for both rental and purchase. Although it tends
to track the Greater Sydney housing market, it has consistently been 20-30% above
values for Greater Sydney rental market. The trend for dwelling purchase prices in North
Sydney has been for increasing differentials against Greater Sydney.

Despite recent

falls, non-strata purchase prices are currently 2.4 times those for Greater Sydney, and
those for strata sales are 1.5 times those for Greater Sydney.

North Sydney Council Affordable Housing Background Report
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Rental has tended to track the Greater Sydney housing market, while being consistently
more expensive in the LGA. Median rental for separate houses is typically 2.0 times that
for Greater Sydney.

Median rental for one bedroom apartments have tended to

converge to the Greater Sydney median over the period, and are currently 3% above
Greater Sydney values, while median rentals for two bedroom apartments are currently
25% above the Greater Sydney median.
Non-strata sales prices for Greater Sydney have increased in real terms (adjusted for
inflation) after being relatively stable between 2005 and 2012. Prices appear to have
peaked in September 2017 and have dropped slightly since then.

North Sydney has

followed a similar trend but has been much more volatile, with prices rising rapidly and
peaking in 2016, and then falling by around 13%, somewhat similar to the trend for
North Sydney in the earlier housing boom in 2004. Real (inflation adjusted) median
strata prices for Greater Sydney increased by about 30% between 2012 and 2017, and
have since fallen slightly.

A similar trend is evident for North Sydney, however the

increase was more rapid, with a 60% increase between 2011 and 2017, and a more
recent drop of 1-2%.
Unlike rental, there has been no ‘narrowing of the gap’ between the LGA and Greater
Sydney markets despite the much greater level of high density development in North
Sydney.
In 2016 there were approximately 4,237 very low, low and moderate income households
in North Sydney LGA in rental stress and 861 such households in mortgage stress (5,098
in total). This means that 28% of all renting households in the LGA and 13% of all
home-purchasing households were in housing stress – reflective the much smaller
proportion of lower income purchasing households in North Sydney. By far the, the
greatest need for affordable housing by this measure was for very low and low
income renters (57%).
In a recent survey of rental properties in May 2019, there were 713 properties available
for rent, of which none were affordable to very low income households, and 47 (or 7%)
were affordable to low income households, all of which were studio or one bedroom
apartments. Three hundred and forty eight, or 49% of properties, were affordable to
moderate income households, and again the majority of these (57%) were studio or one
bedroom apartments. Compared with previous similar data collected in June 2017, rents
are more affordable.
Very low and low income households are effectively excluded from the private rental
market in North Sydney LGA.

6
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income households, this largely consists of studio and one bedroom apartments, with
larger moderate income households (for example those with children) excluded from the
rental market.
In terms of sale prices, all larger very low, low and moderate income households are
excluded from affordable purchase in North Sydney LGA, as are all low income and very
low income households. Most moderate income households could affordably purchase a
first quartile bedsit, with more limited access to one bedroom apartments and larger
apartments not affordable.
A first quartile bedsit is affordable to many moderate income households (upper 70% of
moderate income households) and a median bedsit is affordable to the upper 40% of
moderate income households in North Sydney LGA.

Bedsits comprised 3% of strata

sales in North Sydney LGA in 2018.
A first quartile one bedroom apartment is affordable to moderate income households
(upper 30% of moderate income households) and a median one bedroom apartment is
affordable to the upper 1% of moderate income households in North Sydney LGA. One
bedroom apartments comprised 26% of strata sales in North Sydney LGA in 2018.

Change in supply of affordable and lower cost accommodation
Perhaps unsurprisingly, social rental stock is generally affordable to relevant target
groups, though the LGA has a much lower than average supply of social housing. In
2016, 532 households were enumerated in ‘social rental’ in North Sydney LGA. The
supply of social housing in North Sydney declined between 2001 and 2011 by 11%, yet
between 2011 to 2016 there was an increase of 29 social housing dwellings to a total of
532 dwellings, somewhat reversing the trend in previous years.
However, it is important to note that despite this increase the most recently available
FACS data for applications lodged and expected waiting times for social housing shows
that for the more than 2,000 applicants for social housing in the relevant allocation
zones13, they can expect to wait 5 to 10 years (or more) before an offer of housing is
likely to be made. In the two allocation zones that include North Sydney LGA suburbs,
applicants can expect to wait 5 to 10 years for any dwelling type (studio, one bedroom,
two bedroom, three bedroom and 4+ bedroom) and a 10 or more year wait for a 4+
bedroom dwelling in the northern beaches allocation zone.
Boarding houses have long provided a source of low-cost housing in metropolitan and
regional Australia. The quality and suitability of this accommodation, both in terms of

13

The smallest geographic area of data available, which spans multiple LGAs including North Sydney.
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building standards and in terms of occupancy arrangements, to meet the needs of the
range of residents who call boarding houses ‘home’ can vary widely, though the
introduction of the Boarding House Act 2012 and other policy measures designed to
support better quality living environments for boarding house residents.
Boarding house renters can include vulnerable people on limited incomes, such as people
with disabilities, those with experiences of homelessness, women escaping domestic
violence (often with children), and people with age related frailty. However, boarding
house renters can also be limited income workers and students (often from overseas).
In the most recent ABS Census (2016), 449 persons reported that they were ‘at home’
at a ‘boarding house or private hotel’, an increase on the 395 people reported at the
2011 census. Of these 449 persons living in boarding houses, 135 lived in Kirribilli, 134
lived in Neutral Bay, 137 lived in North Sydney, 35 lived in Cammeray and 6 lived in
Waverton. The increase is likely to be from the construction of boarding houses under
SEPP Affordable Rental Housing.
In terms of the change in the number of smaller flats and units in the area, while the
number of single bedroom units increased by about 13% between 2011 and 2016
(greater than the overall increase in the number of flats and units of 9%), the number of
studio apartments and bedsits has fallen over the same period. Encouraging the
development of such units (as well as smaller one bedroom units) is likely to be an area
of policy concern for Council, since studio and small one-bedroom apartments are a
significant form of affordable housing for an area, and in particular for North Sydney LGA
due to its large proportion of lone person households (34%) and couples without children
(28%) who could comfortably inhabit a studio apartment, many of whom are in severe
housing stress.

Addressing affordability issues
In terms of addressing affordability issues in North Sydney LGA, a key question is
whether the aim is to address affordability issues experienced by persons and
households currently living in the Local Government Area, or to encourage a more
diverse social mix, for example, in terms of increasing the number of households with
children and those from lower income and occupational /skills groups including those
commuting into the LGA for work. There would appear to be sufficient challenge in
maintaining existing diversity and retaining those on very low, low and moderate
incomes who already live in the LGA in the context of the local housing market; and it
would be difficult to increase the level of larger stock suitable for families of low to
moderate incomes due to the very high purchase and rental cost of such stock without

8
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deep subsidies (such as that provided through social housing rental arrangements, for
example) and strong intervention in the market.
Considering only the maintenance of 2016 levels of affordable housing within North
Sydney LGA, the following targets will need to be met between 2016 and 2036:
•

An additional 160 social housing dwellings (1.6% of projected additional
dwellings)

•

An additional 6,200 affordable rental and purchase dwellings (62% of projected
additional dwellings)

•

An additional 136 beds in boarding houses.

A range of strategies will be required to achieve even part of these targets, and the large
number of affordable rental and purchase dwellings required is likely to require active
intervention in the market. With the recent expansion of SEPP 70 to all Councils in NSW
and the release of Guidelines for Developing an Affordable Housing Contributions
Scheme, North Sydney Council now has another mechanism to consider adding to its
strategies to mitigate against the loss of, and create more, affordable housing in the
North Sydney LGA as detailed in the North Sydney Council Affordable Housing Strategy
2017.

North Sydney Council Affordable Housing Background Report
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Introduction

1.1 Context to the Project
North Sydney Council has long had a commitment to affordable housing. As early as the
1970s, North Sydney Council (NSC) used formal processes to maintain and provide
affordable housing with an overarching aim of retaining social diversity in the local area
to “keep some of the ‘old’ North Sydney, with its mix of people from all walks of life and
from all economic and social circumstances.”14 This was primarily through the levying of
developers for the loss of affordable bed spaces.
Since the gazettal of State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) 10 ‘Retention of LowCost Rental Accommodation’ in 1984, NSC has employed a strategy of levying developers
for the loss of affordable bed spaces from boarding houses and low cost residential flat
buildings (RFBs) that result from redevelopment, strata subdivision or a change of use of
these premises where this is triggered by the lodgement of a Development Application.
The difficulty in protecting and/or replacing affordable housing stock that has been lost in
the North Sydney LGA has been apparent to Council for some time. Since the affordable
housing program began in 1984, at least 2,400 affordable bed spaces have been lost in
the LGA.15 Over the years, through contribution of land, partnerships with State
Government authorities and funds levied, Council has been able to mitigate this loss
through its partial or full ownership of 23 properties comprised of 39 multi-unit dwellings
and houses, and two boarding houses used for affordable housing. These properties
include partial ownership of a nursing home and two services offering emergency
accommodation to youth. Council has been unable to meet its stated goal of 5% of
replacement of affordable housing stock lost due to the high cost of replacement. Despite
some excellent initiatives, such as the new generation boarding house in Wollstonecraft,
only a small number of bed spaces and/or dwellings have been created.
Over the years, NSC has developed working partnerships with NSW Department of
Family and Community Services and particularly Link Housing in the management of
social housing properties and tenancies throughout the LGA. As of 2016, Census data
shows 523 social housing dwellings in the LGA. Seven properties in the LGA are owned
jointly between LAHC with NSC, which include 17 tenancies/dwellings and two properties
14
15

North Sydney Council (1994) North Sydney Affordable Housing Strategy.
JSA (2013) North Sydney Council Affordable Housing Background Report.
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utilised for youth emergency accommodation. Link Housing currently has 3840 dwellings
under management throughout the Greater Sydney metro area, including 161 (4%) of its
stock in the North Sydney LGA. Link Housing and NSC are joint owners in two properties
in the LGA, whilst Link Housing is now responsible for management of the entire NSC
Affordable Housing Portfolio.
As NSC looks towards its future involvement in affordable housing, it is important to
acknowledge the overarching goals of the Greater Sydney Commission with regard to
growth and development as expressed through the North District Plan, as well as the
changing landscape of social housing provision in NSW and expanding role of community
housing providers through large scale transfers of stock from public to community
housing.
The North District Plan sets 3,000 dwellings as the five year housing target (2016-2021)
for the North Sydney LGA (11.5% of the North District Total). The GSC’s Metropolis of
Three Cities includes Affordable Rental Housing Targets for very low to low-income
households in Greater Sydney, that are generally in the range of 5–10% of new
residential floor space and are subject to viability. Whilst the GSC reports that further
work on the Affordable Rental Housing Targets is required, particularly to support
implementation

of

the

targets

including

consideration

of

allocation,

ownership,

management and delivery models.16
Apart from stock transfers, growth in the community housing sector is also occurring
through large scale social housing redevelopment projects through the Communities Plus
program (no sites identified in North Sydney LGA) and partnerships with the public or
private sector. The redeployment of local government resources in the form of surplus
land owned by Council and cash, housing and land resources gained through planning
mechanisms continue to be potentially important sources for growth for community
housing associations.

1.2 Council’s Aims for Affordable Housing
1.2.1 Council’s Aims and Objectives for Affordable Housing
This study originates from NCS’s aim to update its evidence base to inform and further
develop its affordable housing strategies in order to plan for an increase in affordable
housing in the area that will be adaptable and able to accommodate a range of needs.

16

Greater Sydney Commission (2018) Our Greater Sydney 2056: North District Plan – Connecting Communities,
March, Pg 44.
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The strategy used by the Council in the past to replace affordable housing bed spaces is
regarded as likely to be of limited future utility, particularly regarding the scale of the
problem. A number of factors are contributing to the need for Council to rethink how it
can both maintain and provide affordable housing in a sustainable way into the future.
These factors include:
•

The extent of historical loss of affordable bed spaces and effectiveness of
protection and replacement strategies;

•

The number of affordable housing bed spaces in boarding houses and residential
flat buildings left to lose in the LGA is dwindling;

•

The Ministerial direction under (the then) Section 94G(3)(b) of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 requiring monetary contributions for affordable
housing to be paid to the Chief Executive of Housing NSW; and

•

Constraints to affordable housing provision due to the prohibitive land costs,
limited land supply and presence of considerable competition in the housing
purchase and rental markets in the LGA, which is particularly severe for those on
low to moderate incomes.

It is our understanding that in accepting an updated Affordable Housing Strategy in
2017, NSC has maintained its previously stated goal of 5% replacement of affordable
housing bed spaces lost. NSC aims to continue and enhance its partnerships with Link
Housing and encourage active participation of the community housing sector in the area.

1.2.2 Objectives of the Current Project
Thus the objectives of the current project are to:
•

Understand the extent of loss of affordable accommodation in North Sydney since
1996;

•

Understand the current housing needs of the North Sydney community;

•

Understand the long term viability of Council’s current contribution to the
provision of affordable housing in the LGA;

•

Understand the effectiveness of Council’s current affordable housing scheme; and

•

Develop practical and achievable options for Council’s continued participation in
the provision of affordable housing locally.

The work is underpinned by an approach to planning that encourages diversity in the
North Sydney residential community, and ensures that low to moderate income residents
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continue to be accommodated in North Sydney, and is consistent with key aims and
objectives in relevant instruments.

1.3 The Study Area
The study area for this project is the North Sydney Local Government Area, which
includes the suburbs of Cammeray, Cremorne, Cremorne Point, Crows Nest, Kirribilli,
Lavender Bay, Neutral Bay, North Sydney, Milsons Point, McMahons Point, North Sydney,
Waverton, Wollstonecraft and a portion of St Leonards. The Warringah Freeway and
Pacific Highway bisect the LGA area. Public transport options include frequent bus
services throughout the area and City Rail train stations at Milsons Point, North Sydney,
Waverton and Wollstonecraft.

Figure 1-1 North Sydney LGA Area
Source: Judith Stubbs and Associates 2008
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2

Status of NSC Affordable Housing Policy

2.1 Overview & Current Context
North Sydney Council has long recognised the high land and accommodation costs in its
jurisdiction and, as a result, has initiated efforts to provide a level of affordable housing
in the community. Council’s 1982 Housing Study formed the basis for the development of
Council’s early policies for capturing funding and delivering affordable housing. The
strategy of levying developers for the loss of affordable housing bed spaces under SEPP
10 and through Section 94 has been utilised since the mid-1980s. While the policy was
adapted slightly over the years, it remained fundamentally unchanged until late 2009
when the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure issued a Direction regarding how
Section 94 contributions can be collected and allocated. This prompted a review of the
long established methods and policies used by the Council for affordable housing.
Council’s Affordable Housing Strategy was most recently updated in 2017.
Since this most recent update, there has been limited movement with Councils affordable
housing portfolio and particularly with its ability to successfully levy under the ARHSEPP.
Council reports that since 2017, no VPAs for affordable housing have been pursued
and whilst developments have been approved under the ARHSEPP (mainly secondary
dwellings and boarding houses) no levies have resulted either because properties have
been emptied or leased at above the median rent (particularly privately developed
boarding houses).17 Council continues to apply its Resident Relocation Plan as a condition
of consent for development applications that result in a loss of affordable housing stock,
such as the sale of a boarding house with long-term residents.
In 2016, Council received title to nine units in St Leonards which it has leased to Link
Housing for a twenty-five year period to be managed for affordable housing for key
workers. Link Housing is seeking funding to redevelop and upgrade an existing five
bedroom property, of which Council owns a minority share, into a new generation
boarding house. Link Housing has accepted liability for cyclical and capital maintenance
of this property.18

17

Information provided by North Sydney Council, July 2019.
North Sydney Council, Report to General Manager, Community Housing Update –
Sustainable Strategies, Item CLS01, 18/7/2016.
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2.1.1 Partnership with Link Housing
NSC has a long standing relationship and partnership with Link Housing. Link Housing
currently manages all NSC owned social housing properties, as well as the properties
owned jointly by NSC and the NSW Land and Housing Corporation (LAHC).
Link Housing currently has 3840 dwellings under management throughout the Greater
Sydney metro area, including 161 (4%) of its stock in the North Sydney LGA. Link
Housing and NSC are joint owners in two properties in the LGA, whilst Link Housing is
now responsible for management of the entire NSC Affordable Housing Portfolio.
NSC and Link Housing have successfully jointly developed, and share ownership of, a
seven bedroom new generation boarding house in Wollstonecraft. This development has
been highlighted by the Community Housing Industry Association of NSW (CHIA NSW) as
an example of excellent Council leadership and a successful Council and CHP partnership
to develop new affordable housing in a very ‘unaffordable’ part of the Sydney
metropolitan area.19

2.2 Background & Historical Context
This section provides a general understanding of how the existing policies and strategy
was developed.

2.2.1 Housing Plan & Policies 1982-1992
From the early 1980s, NSC developed a series of policies to assess development
applications associated with the redevelopment of boarding houses, RFBs and other
dwellings let in lodgings under the criteria set out in Section 90(1)(d) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act. These included the social and economic
effect on the tenants; the availability of alternative, comparable accommodation in the
LGA; and the cumulative impact on the community of the loss of affordable rental
accommodation.20
Following the 1982 Housing Plan, Council began levying developers for the loss of
affordable bed spaces through Section 94 contributions in 1984. The Low Income
Housing Fund was started with an initial levy of $500 per bed space lost, which was to be
annually adjusted for CPI and when the Section 94 contributions were reviewed.21 Also

19

https://nswfha.wpengine.com/lb/toolkits/ahtk/toolkit/wollstonecraft.html, accessed 26/06/2019.
North Sydney Municipal Council (1992) Housing Policy, p30.
21
Ibid, p31.
20
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during this period, a range of joint venture projects between Council and the NSW DOH
were undertaken. A number of long-term leases were initiated for DOH owned properties
and properties jointly owned by the Council and DOH to be managed by a local
community housing provider – at the time known as Lower North Shore Community
Housing.
In 1991, the affordable housing levy was extended to include development proposals to
strata subdivide residential flat buildings due to the likely loss of many of these flats to
the low cost rental market (e.g. through entering owner occupancy or renovation and
higher rental charges).

2.2.2 Affordable Housing Strategy 1994
The aim of the 1994 Affordable Housing Strategy was to streamline the various policies
that had been developed by Council into one strategic plan. The strategy was deemed to
be warranted on the grounds of community development aims (to maintain social mix
and social cohesion), social impact mitigation for the loss of affordable housing, and from
a resource management perspective that recognises that affordable housing is a scarce
resource in the North Sydney community and should be managed similarly to other
scarce land resources.22
The types of developments that were included under the plan included: residential lot
subdivision, strata subdivision, residential flat buildings, attached dwellings, residential
development generally, demolition of residential flat buildings, demolition of boarding
houses, boarding house redevelopment, any development subject to SEPP 10, and
change from residential use to another use.23
The Section 94 contribution rate was reviewed and an updated levy was set for the loss
of an affordable bed space at $1,600.24

This figure was revised upon review of the

Section 94 contributions plan in 1995 to $2,242 per ‘standard’ affordable bed space lost,
and $4,484 per ‘non-standard’ bed spaces – or those found in boarding houses.25

22

Cox, G (1996) Planning Strategies for the Retention and Promotion of Affordable Housing – Options Paper,
May.
23
NSC (1995) Section 94 Contributions Plan – Affordable Housing, p6.
24
NSC (1994) North Sydney Affordable Housing Strategy, p54.
25
NSC (1995) Section 94 Contributions Plan – Affordable Housing, p11-12.
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2.2.3 ‘Inclusionary Zoning’ Proposal 1998
In 1996, NSC commissioned Professor Gary Cox to provide the Council with options for
its affordable housing program. Cox reviewed three planning mechanisms that could be
used to facilitate affordable housing including inclusionary zoning, linkage fee programs,
and development agreements.26

One of the recommendations was the use of

‘inclusionary zoning’ on certain sites within the LGA for the development of affordable
housing.
In 1998, the Council consulted with the community about a first-step or trial inclusionary
zoning proposal to create a ‘new zone’ through up-zoning across three street blocks for
affordable rental housing. The proposal was met with a high degree of concern from local
residents. Primary concerns about the proposal included increased density generally,
increased traffic and parking problems, perceptions that land values would be reduced,
and the possibility that the project would increase social problems and create a slum or
ghetto-like area of the community.27

2.2.4 Affordable Housing Strategy 2008, 2015 and 2017
Since its inception, NSC’s Affordable Housing Strategy (2008, 2015 and 2017) has had
six consistent strategies, including:
1. To continue to seek mitigation for loss of affordable housing through developer
contributions;
2. Provide additional affordable housing through leveraging Council resources in
partnership with public and/or community sector partners;
3. Reconfigure existing housing stock where feasible to ensure the most appropriate
and efficient use of resources;
4. Support a regional approach where it will lead to more effective ways of meeting
local affordable housing need;
5. Implement stronger Social Impact Assessment processes to assess the impact of
the loss of low cost residential flats, units and boarding houses/protect existing
supplies of affordable housing; and
6. Utilise a range of complementary strategies to capture a reasonable proportion of
additional private benefit (profit) created through Council’s planning processes for
the use as a public benefit of affordable housing.

26

Cox, G (1996) Planning Strategies for the Retention and Promotion of Affordable Housing – Options Paper,
May.
27
Hall, L and Mooney, A (1998) Report to General Manager: Local Rental Housing – Report on public meeting
held Wednesday 15th April.
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Since the Strategy was first adopted by Council in 2008, Strategies 1, 2 and 3 have been
implemented at different times.
Some stock has been sold, and the proceeds reinvested to provide a sinking fund against
future maintenance liabilities. The Wollstonecraft site was redeveloped into a seven room
new generation boarding house. Title to nine units has been transferred to NSC and
redevelopment of a second site for a new generation boarding house is also being
explored with Link Housing.
Council does not implement Social Impact Assessment processes to assess the impact of
the loss of affordable housing. However, it does require a Resident Relocation Plan as a
condition of consent for developments that result in the loss of affordable housing such
as the redevelopment of a boarding house with long-term residents.
Despite commitment to affordable housing for many years, there have been relatively
few affordable dwellings/bed spaces created through the scheme amidst a context
of an ever increasing property market in North Sydney and continued loss of low cost
housing that is affordable to people on very low, low and moderate incomes through
redevelopment.
It is understood that Strategy 6 has never been actively pursued by NSC.
As time goes on, there is less and less existing affordable housing in North Sydney LGA
left to lose. Options for value capture, as per existing Strategy 6 and through an
expanded SEPP 70 (as described further below), is likely the only viable mechanisms
Council has to grow its Affordable Housing fund to increase and maintain its portfolio
into the future and in perpetuity.

2.3 NSC Planning Regime
2.3.1 North Sydney Council Planning Review
Following recent changes to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and
the release of new Regional and District Plans for the state, all Councils in NSW are
required to undertake a Local Environmental Plan (LEP) review to ensure that the
existing planning framework and controls closely align with the planning priorities
identified in the plans.
As of March 2018, all Councils in NSW are also required to prepare a Local Strategic
Planning Statement (LSPS) and a Local Housing Strategy (LHS). The LSPS is intended to
be a clearly worded document that sets out Council’s land use vision, planning principles,
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priorities, and actions for the next 20 years; that will facilitate community consultation on
strategic planning at the outset and will guide the content of council’s LEP and
Development Control Plan (DCP). For NSC, the LSPS is required to be consistent with the
Greater Sydney Commission’s North District Plan.
The LHS will detail how and where housing will be provided in the North Sydney LGA,
that links to the vision, objectives and targets of the North District Plan whilst considering
demographic trends, local housing supply and demand, local land-use opportunities and
constraints and local areas significance (in terms of cultural, environmental, heritage or
character significance). The LHS will also inform Affordable Rental Housing Target
Schemes for development precincts, which individual Councils are also tasked with
preparing in consultation with planning authorities.
NSC has reported that as part of its LEP review, Council’s current Residential Housing
Strategy (adopted in 2009) will be reviewed and updated to align with the requirements
of the District Plan, LSPS and LHS. With respect to the Affordable Rental Housing Target
Schemes, NSC has reported that the development of an approach to affordable housing
will be included in the preparation of the LHS.28
With regard to affordable housing, the North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy (June
2019)

recommends

that

Council

investigate

undertaking

an

Affordable Housing

Contributions Scheme once the GSC and the Department of Planning and Environment
finalise consistent Affordable Rental Housing Targets.29
The draft Local Housing Strategy reports that the dwelling supply targets for the LGA to
2036 will largely be met through development of the St Leonards Crows Nest Planned
Precinct, through capacity in existing zones and by allowing residential flat
buildings in R3 areas.30 The draft further notes that a Special Infrastructure
Contribution (SIC) will apply in the St Leonards Crows Nest Planned Precinct, a levy paid
by developers to share in the cost of delivering key pieces of state and regional
infrastructure, which does not include provisioning for affordable housing.31 We note that
Section 7.22(1)(a) of the Act includes ‘affordable housing’ as infrastructure that a Special
Infrastructure Contribution can provide.

28

Report to General Manager (2018)
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June, Pg 7.
30
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June. Table 3, Pg 60.
31
North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June, Pg 81.

29
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Whilst the draft SIC for the St Leonards Crows Nest Planned Precinct is under
consideration32, this does not preclude the area to be included in an Affordable Housing
Contribution Scheme in North Sydney LGA.

2.3.2 North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2013
The current North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2013 (NSLEP 2013) has specific aims
of relevance to the maintenance and provision of affordable housing under Clause
1.2(2)(g), these being to:
1.2(2)(g) to provide for the growth of a permanent resident population and
encourage the provision of a full range of housing, including affordable housing.

2.3.3 North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013
The current North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013 (NSDCP 2013) has been
reviewed with respect to its ability to facilitate or impede the creation and retention of
affordable housing in a previous study prepared by JSA for Council, North Sydney Council
Affordable Housing: DCP Review and Recommendations.33

Residential Development
Part B, Section 1 – Residential Development of the NSDCP 2013 includes an ‘affordable
housing’ section detailing the following objectives and provisions:
•

Objective 1: To prevent the loss affordable housing within the LGA and
displacement of socially disadvantaged groups.

•

Objective

2:

To

encourage

the

provision

of

adaptable

housing

in

new

developments.
•

Provision 1: Development must avoid the loss of low cost accommodation in
accordance with the provisions of the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP. Where a
loss occurs, the applicant will be required to pay a monetary contribution for the
replacement of affordable housing.

•

Provision 2: New affordable housing may be provided in accordance with the
provisions of the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP.34

32

http://planspolicies.planning.nsw.gov.au/?action=view_job&job_id=9247, accessed 08 August 2019.
JSA (2013) North Sydney Council Affordable Housing: DCP Review & Recommendations, July.
34
North Sydney Council (2013) North Sydney Development Control Plan, Part B Development Controls, Section
1 – Residential Development, Clause 1.2.3 Affordable Housing, Pg B1-5.
33
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Boarding Houses
Part B, Section 4 - Boarding Houses of the NSDCP 2013 acknowledges that boarding
houses form a significant component of North Sydney’s affordable housing stock
providing accommodation for a diverse range of people within the community. Council’s
Affordable Housing Strategy (2017 updated) identifies the need to retain and increase
boarding house stock, to meet the need for local housing choice. The NSDCP2013
chapter on Boarding Houses advises that while the State Environmental Planning Policy
(Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 (Affordable Rental Housing SEPP) should be consulted
in the preparation of any development application for a boarding house in the LGA, this
Section of the NSDCP 2013 present additional provisions to those within the Affordable
Rental Housing SEPP, such as additional detail regarding internal layout and residential
amenity.35

2.3.4 North Sydney Community Strategic Plan 2018-2028
The North Sydney Community Strategic Plan 2018-2028 (NSCSP) identifies the
community's main priorities and aspirations for its future, and details strategies for
achieving them. The plan is the highest level plan that councils prepare in accordance
with Integrated Planning and Reporting (IP&R) statutory requirements36 and prepared
under the Local Government Act 1993. The current NSCSP was adopted by the Council
on 25 June 2018 and came into effect on 1 July 2018.37
The NSCSP has been prepared by Council in partnership with local residents, students,
businesses, educational institutions, non-government organisations and government
agencies. The NSCSP is based around five Strategic Directions articulated by the
community to improve the North Sydney local government area, as a place to live, work
and visit:
•

Direction 1: Our Living Environment

•

Direction 2: Our Built Infrastructure

•

Direction 3: Our Future Planning

•

Direction 4: Our Social Vitality

•

Direction 5: Our Civic Leadership

35

North Sydney Council (2013) North Sydney Development Control Plan, Part B Development Controls, Section
4 – Boarding Houses.
36
NSW
Office
of
Local
Government,
Integrated
Planning
and
Reporting,
https://www.olg.nsw.gov.au/councils/integrated-planning-and-reporting, accessed 25/06/2019.
37
North
Sydney
Council
Community
Strategic
Plan,
https://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Council_Meetings/Policies_Plans/Integrated_Planning_Reporting/Com
munity_Strategic_Plan, accessed 25/06/2019.
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The NSCSP directions, outcomes and corresponding strategies and projects link to the
NSW Premier Priorities including those that are particularly relevant to this study ‘making
housing more affordable’ and ‘reducing youth homelessness’. These priorities are
addressed through Outcome 3.4 – North Sydney is Distinctive with a Sense of Place and
Quality Design, Strategy 3.4.7 - Advocate for affordable housing and projects and its
associated projects including:
•

3.4.7.1 Review development controls to improve housing diversity

•

3.4.7.2 Prepare Local Housing Strategy

•

3.4.7.3 Lobby the federal and state governments to increase social housing and
on housing affordability

The NSCSP reports that Strategy 3.4.7 - Advocate for affordable housing and projects
and its associated projects also link to the planning priorities and directions of the
Greater Sydney Commission’s North District Plan (March 2018) including Planning Priority
N5 – Providing housing supply, choice and affordability with access to jobs, services and
public transport.38

38

North Sydney Community Strategic Plan 2018-2028, Appendix 2: Links to NSW Premier Priorities and
Appendix 3: Links to North District Plan, Pg 70-71.
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3

Policy and Legislative Context

3.1

Funding and policy environment

It is widely acknowledged that there is major shortfall in affordable housing in most cities
and many regional and rural communities across Australia.39 The Greater Sydney
Commission (GSC) advises that Greater Sydney is the least affordable Australian city and
one of the least affordable housing markets globally, with challenges for purchasing and
renting exacerbated in recent years by rapid price growth.40
The most severe and lasting impacts of this market context are experienced by very low
and low income households in unaffordable private rental, who do not gain the benefits
that accrue to home purchasers, including long-term capital gains and a decreasing debt
to household income ratio over time,41 and for whom social rental is increasingly
inaccessible.
Others achieve ‘affordable’ purchase or rental through moving to an increasingly remote
urban fringe or regional areas, but such locations can increase costs to households,
socially or economically, through increased travel time, transport costs,42 and decreased
access to services and employment.43 However, even these areas are increasingly
unaffordable, particularly with regard to rent for key target groups.44

3.1.1 Federal Policy
To date, the current Federal Liberal Government’s housing policy platform has focused on
supporting first home buyers and those that invest in the property market, with less
emphasis on unaffordability of the rental market.
In response to the Global Financial Crisis, in 2009 the former Federal Labor Government
introduced a range of measures that focused on stimulating the supply of affordable
housing through subsidies, incentives and grants (for example, the National Rental

39

Darcy, M. and Stubbs, J. 2005. ‘Housing and Contemporary Social Work Practice’, in Alston, M. & McKinnon,
J. (eds) Social Work Fields of Practice, Oxford University Press, UK.
40
Greater Sydney Commission (2017) Information Note 4: Affordable Rental Housing Targets, Revised October.
41
Burke, T. and Hulse, K. 2010. ‘The Institutional Structure of Housing and the Sub-prime Crisis: An Australian
Case Study’, in Housing Studies, Vol. 2. No. 6, 821-838, November 2010
42
Kellett, J. Morrissey, J. and Karuppannan, S. 2012. ‘The Impact of Location on Housing Affordability’,
Presentation to 6th Australasian Housing Researchers Conference, 8-10 February 2012, Adelaide, South
Australia.
43

Burnley, I. and Murphy, P. 2004. Sea Change: Movement from Metropolitan to Arcadian Australia, UNSW
Press, Sydney; Burke, T. and Hulse, K. 2010. ‘The Institutional Structure of Housing and the Su-prime Crisis: An
Australian Case Study’, in Housing Studies, Vol. 2. No. 6, 821-838, November 2010.
44
See for example, JSA (2013) Background Paper: Housing Affordability, Wyong Shire Council.
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Affordability Scheme (NRAS), Housing Affordability Fund (HAF) and Building Better
Regional Cities (BBRC).45 The social housing system was a major beneficiary of
government expenditure under the Nation Building (economic stimulus) program, which
provided some growth in absolute terms in a sector in NSW as a whole that has been
declining relative to need for some decades.
The supply of such housing still falls far short of the current and projected need for
affordable housing across Australia. Further, many low and moderate income households
currently in housing stress would not be eligible for social housing, and those very low
income households that are eligible generally face a waiting time of many years.
It is unlikely that there will be substantial new direct funding available for social housing
in the near future, particularly directed at the North Sydney LGA. Importantly, previous
initiatives to stimulate supply such as NRAS and leveraging against the transfer of title to
social housing stock tend to favour the ‘upper end’ of the spectrum of affordable housing
need (moderate income households like ‘key workers’) due to the need for such projects
to be financially viable under debt-financing arrangements.

3.1.2 NSW State Policy
There have also been a range of more recent NSW State Government initiatives to
support maintenance and growth of social and affordable housing, many of these
focussed on growing affordable housing through increased community housing sector
capacity to deliver and manage such housing. These include increased funding for
Community Housing Providers (CHPs), transfer of social housing stock to CHPs, including
some with title, and regulatory support to increase their professionalism and capacity.
There has also been an increased emphasis on partnerships that can make the most
efficient use of Federal and State Government funding and resources, including between
State and local government, the private sector and CHPs. The rationale for such
partnerships is to increase affordable housing constructed through leveraging State and
Federal funding including through access to Council or other publicly-owned land, access
to resources created through the planning system, or through the accumulated funds or
the borrowing capacity against equity of larger CHPs.
There are some key differences between the community housing sector and state
housing authorities that provide potential financial and partnerships advantages.
Whereas the Department of Family and Community Services (FACS) is not eligible to

45

See for example Stilwell, F. and Primrose, D. 2010. ‘Economic Stimulus and Restructuring: Infrastructure,
Green Jobs ad Spatial Impacts’, in Urban Policy and Research, Vol. 28, No. 1, 5-25, March 2010
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receive Commonwealth Rental Assistance payment,46 CHPs are able to receive 100% of
CRA paid to tenants as part of rent calculation which often enables CHPs to operate at or
above breakeven point and potentially generate an operating surplus. Their ability to
enter into debt against equity financing arrangements, from which State Government is
generally precluded, is also an advantage in entering into development partnerships. As
noted, there is also an expectation that CHPs will leverage (raise finance against) stock
transferred from State Government to them.
CHPs are active in North Sydney LGA, with one of the largest being Link Housing, which
has a long-term partnership with Council; and St George Community Housing which was
successful in FAC’s Management Transfer program to take over management of all of
public housing tenancies in the LGAs of North Sydney (521 tenancies), Hunters Hill, Lane
Cove and Willoughby as of 1 April 2019.47
Very low and low income renting households remain problematic groups for
whom to achieve affordable housing outcomes, especially in the absence of
direct funding and significant subsidies for such groups. However, as noted, a
strong majority of those in housing stress or affordable housing need in North
Sydney LGA are very low and low income renting households.
Given the extent of unmet affordable housing need in the LGA and the policy and funding
environment described above, the retention and creation of affordable housing for very
low and low income households through the planning system becomes crucial, though a
significant challenge. Direct creation of such housing through Federal-State government
funding, revenue raising measures such as planning incentives and affordable housing
contributions to capture benefit created through the planning and development process,
and affordable housing development and management partnerships, is generally more
effective for the lower end of the spectrum that require deep subsidies.

3.2

The NSW Planning Context

3.2.1

Recent reform of the EP&A Act 1979

Since 2016, the NSW Government has undertaken a process to systematically update
and overhaul the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The new Act

46

Rental supplements to low income tenants

47

Family
and
Community
Services,
Management
Transfer
Program
Overview,
https://www.facs.nsw.gov.au/housing/living/management-transfer-program/management-transfer-programoverview, accessed 26/06/2019.
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commenced in March 2018, following the passing of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Amendment Act 2017.
All Councils in NSW are required to undertake a Local Environmental Plan (LEP) review to
ensure that the existing planning framework and controls closely align with the planning
priorities identified in new Regional and District Plans for the state.
As of March 2018, all Councils in NSW are also required to prepare a Local Strategic
Planning Statement (LSPS) and a Local Housing Strategy (LHS). The LSPS is
intended to be a clearly worded document that sets out Council’s land use vision,
planning principles, priorities, and actions for the next 20 years; that will facilitate
community consultation on strategic planning at the outset and will guide the content of
council’s LEP and Development Control Plan (DCP). For NSC, the LSPS is required to be
consistent with the Greater Sydney Commission’s North District Plan.
The LHS will detail how and where housing will be provided in the North Sydney LGA,
that links to the vision, objectives and targets of the North District Plan whilst considering
demographic trends, local housing supply and demand, local land-use opportunities and
constraints and local areas significance (in terms of cultural, environmental, heritage or
character significance).
The North District Plan sets 3,000 dwellings as the five year housing target (2016-2021)
for the North Sydney LGA (11.5% of the North District Total). Each Council is to develop
6-10 year housing targets through the LHS process.48
The LHS will also inform Affordable Rental Housing Target Schemes for development
precincts, which individual Councils are also tasked with preparing in consultation with
planning authorities.
The GSC notes that while the ARHSEPP is designed to provide incentives for development
projects to include 10-year term affordable rental housing dwellings for very low to
moderate income households, the areas where this has been applied has been limited.49
As described, the Guideline for Developing an Affordable Housing Contribution Scheme
published by the DOPE in February 2019 provides Councils with a blueprint to create
their own tailor-made schemes to meet local objectives and requirements; whilst the
GSC undertakes further work to support the implementation of Affordable Rental Housing

48

Greater Sydney Commission (2018) North District Plan, Table 2: North District Housing Targets by Local
Government Area, March, Pg 42.
49
Greater Sydney Commission (2018) North District Plan, Affordable Rental Housing Targets, March, Pg 44.
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Targets including consideration of allocation, ownership, management and delivery
models.50

3.2.2

Affordable Housing Support in EP&A Act and related policies

Overview
The retention and creation of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income
households through the planning system becomes more important in the context of
constraints to federal policy and funding, discussed above.51 There are significant
opportunities for local government to support the creation and maintenance of affordable
housing through core planning legislation and policies in NSW compared to most
Australian states, with an increasing interest in this policy area by NSW State
Government evident. However, there are also significant constraints to action by local
government, principally arising from its subordinate relationship to state government in
Australia, its lack of planning autonomy, the prescriptive nature of the land use zoning
system compared with other international jurisdictions like the UK,52 and its constrained
economic position and constraints to raising capital through debt financing.53
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North Sydney Council (2019) North Sydney Draft Local Housing Strategy, June, Pg 81.
Gurran, N. and Whitehead, C. 2011. ‘Planning and Affordable Housing in Australia and the UK: A Comparative
Perspective’, in Housing Studies, Vol. 26, Nos. 7-8, 1193-1214
52
See for example Gurran, N., Milligan, V., Baker, D. Bugg, L. B., Christensen, S. 2008. New directions in
planning for affordable housing: Australian and international evidence and implications, AHURI Sydney
Research Centre, who note that early 20th century Australian planning legislation drew heavily upon UK
planning law, with its strong reliance on a prescriptive land use zoning system under the Town and Country
Planning Act 1932. However, the UK shifted away from this system from 1947, introducing the discretionary
system and nationalised development rights, whereas Australia went further down a path of implied
development entitlements fixed by zoning. As noted by Gurran and Whitehead, this underlying zoning system
of assumed development rights has two main consequences for affordable housing requirements. ‘First, the
ability to negotiate for a community outcome, such as affordable housing provision, is eroded in advance by
establishing development potential ahead of specific planning proposals’. A second consequence is that, when
public authorities seek to acquire land not already set aside for public purposes for affordable housing, ‘they
must do so at a market rate which reflects these opportunities.’ This significantly constrains the ability to
capture benefit through the approvals process using mandatory mechanisms compared with the UK, and
means that the most significant opportunities in the Australian planning context generally rely upon the
rezoning of land, imposing effective constraints on development arising from more restrictive zoning that can
be varied through incentive-based mechanisms where a share of additional profit is provided for affordable
housing, capturing a share of benefit in areas of high land value or major gentrification (new release areas,
centres or high amenity precincts), and the mandated protection of low cost dwellings or dwellings types.
There is thus more ‘finessing’ of affordable housing under the regulatory context in NSW compared with for
example the UK (see also Stubbs (2003) op cit).
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Gurran et al (2008) op cit; Stubbs, J. and Storer, T. 2006, ‘Planning at the Margins? The Role of the NSW
Planning System in Protecting Affordable Housing’ in Proceedings of the 23rd Australasian Law and Society
Conference in Wollongong, 13-15 December 2006; Stubbs, J. 2003. Battle for the Right to the City:
Opportunities for an emancipatory social practice in a polarising urban landscape, RMIT (unpublished PhD
thesis)
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Nonetheless, local government has an implicit role in affordable housing and an impact
on affordability through land use zoning, controls, the timing of land release, location of
services and facilities, and the levying of rates and contributions. It can also choose to
play a more proactive role in the creation and retention of affordable housing through
active intervention in the market through the development of appropriate planning
mechanisms and strategies.54

Opportunities and Constraints of Principal Legislation and Related Policies
The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) has express provisions
related to the creation and protection of affordable and low cost housing, and others
which may be used to support such housing through the planning and approvals process.
NSW local government accordingly has roles and responsibilities relating to affordable
housing under planning legislation including state environmental planning policies
(SEPPs).
In NSW, objectives and a range of related provisions have been progressively included in
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 since 1999, including Section 1.3
(d) (cf previous section 5(a)(viii)) which provides that an object of the Act is ‘to promote
the delivery and maintenance of affordable housing’.55 There are likewise definitions and
benchmarks related to ‘affordable housing’ in core legislation and related policy, though
there are practical differences in affordable housing outcomes due to differences in
affordable housing definitions in different instruments.56
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Stubbs, J. and Storer, T. 2006, ‘Planning at the Margins? The Role of the NSW Planning System in Protecting
Affordable Housing’ in Proceedings of the 23rd Australasian Law and Society Conference in Wollongong, 13-15
December 2006.
55
In December 1999, the Act was amended to make the provision of affordable housing a specific objective of
the Act; add a definition of affordable housing; make explicit that environmental planning instruments could
include provisions to provide for, maintain and regulate matters relating to affordable housing.
56
State Environmental Planning Policy No 70 (Affordable Housing) and State Environmental Planning Policy
(Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 each have different benchmarks and definitions which lead to quite different
practical outcomes for ‘affordable housing’. SEPP 70 defines ‘very low-income’ households as those on less
than 50% of median household income; ‘low-income’ households’ as those on 50-80% of median household
income, and ‘moderate-income’ households as those on 80-120% of median household income for the Greater
Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) or the Rest of NSW (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) according
to the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Under SEPP ARH (Part 1 Clause 6), affordable housing is defined as
housing that is rented to very low, low and moderate income households for no more than 30% of their gross
income ((that is less than 120 per cent of the median household income for the time being for the Greater
Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) (according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics)), or as housing
that complies with rents and eligibility criteria under the National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS), with the
latter based on discount market rents and income eligibility limits. In some markets, the second criterion can
result in households paying more than 30% of gross household income in rent (and sometimes substantially
more) so that, whilst the housing must be rented to relevant target groups, it will not be ‘affordable’.
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Importantly, it is a requirement of the Act that a consent authority take into account the
social and economic impacts of a development application as part of a merits
assessment under Section 4.15(1)(b). This has obvious applicability to development
applications that may result in the loss of affordable or low cost housing, such as low cost
flats and caravan parks, as well as the assessment of the benefits of an application
involving the creation of affordable housing, particularly where this is balanced against
other factors as part of the merits assessment. The ability to seek mitigation for loss of
affordable housing as part of conditions of consent is also possible under this head of
consideration. A growing body of case law in the NSW Land and Environment Court
related to social impacts is of relevance.
Likewise, a consent authority is required to consider whether a proposed development is
in the public interest under Section 4.15(1)(e), and a growing body of case law has
likewise determined that it is in the public interest to give effect to the objectives of
relevant legislation. It is relevant in this regard that the Act has as an objective ‘to
promote the delivery and maintenance of affordable housing’ (Section 1.3(d)).
As such, prima facie, local government has a role and indeed a responsibility at law to
pursue both the preservation and the creation of affordable housing through the planning
and assessment process. However, there are also limitations to local government’s power
under the Act, particularly in relation to the levying of mandatory contributions for
affordable housing, though arguably its constraints are not as great as some would
perceive.
Dealing first with mandatory contributions, in June 2000, further amendments were
made to the Act in relation to affordable housing to provide consent authorities with the
specific power to require, as a condition of consent, the dedication of land free of charge
or

the payment

of

a monetary

contribution

for

affordable housing in
57

circumstances. Sections 94F and 94G were introduced

certain

to provide consent authorities
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The 2000 amendment to the EP&A Act was gazetted in direct response to the effective invalidation of
Amendment 6 of South Sydney Council’s LEP (on Green Square). Significantly, this had resulted from a
successful challenge to Council’s affordable housing provisions by Meriton Apartments in the NSW Land and
Environment Court. The action was taken in relation to Green Square, a ‘brownfields’ redevelopment site on
the old ACI Glass Factory site at Waterloo-Zetland. Green Square lies within the boundaries of South Sydney
Council (SSC), and is affected by the SSC Local Environmental Plan 1998 (Amendment No. 2) – Green Square.
The subject site was also affected by the Green Square Affordable Housing Development Control Plan (DCP),
under which SSC aimed to include a component of housing affordable for low and very low incomes earners,
who had traditionally lived in SSC area and were being rapidly displaced by gentrification. Despite the fact that
the DCP provided for only 3% of residential and 1% of commercial floor space (equivalent) to be dedicated to
affordable housing as defined in the DCP. Meriton mounted and was successful in having upheld, a Land and
Environment Court (LEC) challenge that rendered the provision of the DCP invalid (Meriton Apartments v
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning (2000) NSW LEC 20 – Decision 18 February 2000). The decision of
Justice Cowdry in this matter (Meriton Apartments v Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning (2000), NSW LEC
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with the express power to impose such conditions ‘if a State Environmental Planning
Policy (SEPP) identifies that there is a need for affordable housing within an area’ and
certain other conditions are met.58
The relevant SEPP for this purpose is SEPP 70 Affordable Housing (Revised
Schemes) (SEPP 70), which amends relevant local and regional environmental
planning instruments to enable the levying of development contributions to provide for
affordable housing. SEPP 70 provides guidance regarding the requirements for assessing
housing

need,

setting

contribution

levels,

apportionment,

administration
59

accountability, and specifies relevant income and rental criteria.

and

SEPP 70 has been

recently amended to apply to the whole of the State, including differential income
benchmarks for metropolitan and regional NSW. As such, North Sydney Council has been
included under SEPP 70.
Other express provisions are also contained within the Act to further the affordable
housing objectives.
Section 7.4 (cf previous s 93F) of the Act provides for the making of a voluntary
planning agreement in relation to a proposed amendment to a planning instrument or
development application. Under such a planning agreement, the developer is required to
dedicate land free of cost, pay a monetary contribution, or provide any other material
public benefit, or any combination of them, to be used for or applied towards a public
purpose. ‘Affordable housing’ as defined in the Act is one of the listed ‘public purposes’
(Section 7.4(2)(b).

2000) relied partly on an inconsistency between South Sydney Council’s Local Environmental Plan (LEP) and
DCP, and partly because it represented a ‘fundamental interference with property rights’ at common law
(p.383). The NSW LEC decision on Green Square referred to had the effect of potentially invalidating all local
government Development Control Plans (DCPs) that provided for the inclusion of affordable housing, including
those who were attempting to deal with increasing gentrification through capturing some public benefit from
the rezoning and redevelopment of existing sites, and had far reaching effects for other local planning
schemes.
58
Councils may only use these provisions if a SEPP identifies that there is a need for affordable housing within
its area, and a Regional Environmental Plan (REP) or a local environmental plan (LEP) has been made in
accordance with the relevant requirements for affordable housing provision set out in the SEPP, and if the
Council has a developer contributions scheme set out or adopted in such a plan. The consent authority must be
satisfied that that the development in respect of which the contribution is required will result in a reduction of
affordable housing, will increase the need for affordable housing, or is in accordance with relevant regulations
or zoning.
59
SEPP 70 defines ‘very low-income’ households as those on less than 50% of median household income; ‘lowincome’ households’ as those on 50-80% of median household income, and ‘moderate-income’ households as
those on 80-120% of median household income for the Greater Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) or
the Rest of NSW (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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A planning agreement is generally advertised in conjunction with the development or
rezoning application to which it relates, and forms part of the conditions of consent. A
planning agreement is registered and runs with the title to the land, and is binding on,
and enforceable against, the owner of the land from time to time as if each owner for the
time

being had

entered into

the

agreement.

The

provisions

also

provide

for

administrative, reporting, review and other accountability requirements like other forms
of development contributions, and may be used in place of or as well as levies with
respect to other infrastructure under normal development contributions provisions of the
Act. Importantly, a planning agreement does not have to demonstrate nexus between the
development and the public purpose for which it was made.
More flexibility or discretion for NSW State Government is apparently provided for in
more recent amendments to the Act in relation ‘Special Infrastructure Contributions’,
which expressly include ‘affordable housing’ as defined. This includes the provision,
extension and augmentation of (or the recoupment of the cost of providing, extending or
augmenting) public amenities or public services, affordable housing and transport or
other infrastructure relating to land [emphasis added]; and the funding of recurrent
expenditure in relation to the above, or any studies or other support required (s7.22).
Such contributions are not limited to land within a ‘special contributions area’, although
such contributions are not to be required unless the provision of infrastructure ‘arises as
a result of the development or class of development of which the development forms
part’ (s7.23(2)(c)).
Reasonable discretion also appears to be provided for in s7.23(3), which states that,
despite the limitations of other provisions, ‘the Minister may…determine the level and
nature of development contributions in the form of a levy of a percentage of the
proposed cost of carrying out development or any class of development’. Further, the
Minister will determine what part (if any) a development contribution will be ‘for the
provision of infrastructure by a Council’ (s7.23(3A)). It is noted that, in determining the
level and nature of contributions, the Minister will, as far as practicable make the
contribution ‘reasonable with regard to the cost’ of infrastructure in relation to the
development (s7.23(2)(a)).
There appears to be scope under these provisions to propose the levying of contributions
for affordable housing where nexus between the development or class of development
and increased demand for affordable housing (as a form of special infrastructure) is
demonstrated, and there is reasonableness in the assessment of the level of contribution
levied.
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Finally, it is noted that Councils often assume greater limitations to their powers than
necessary since the gazettal of the 2000 amendments.60 However, s7.32(5) makes it
clear that ‘nothing in this section prevents the imposition on a development consent of
other conditions relating to the provision, maintenance or retention of affordable
housing’. This, and s1.3(d) and other relevant provisions discussed above, appear to
provide sufficient latitude for Councils to engage in, for example, negotiating agreements
with developers, identifying circumstances in which it is appropriate to provide for
planning incentives through relevant EPIs, mandating diversity or affordability through
developing performance criteria or targets in relevant plans (e.g. Masterplan DCPs),
requiring social impact assessments to mitigate the loss of affordable housing, or other
planning or procedural mechanisms apparent available to further the objects of the Act. A
range of Councils are engaged in some or all of these activities at present, and these
types of activities appear to be legal.
More recent amendments to the Act would also appear to open the door to mandatory
contributions as a form of special contributions where nexus can be established and
ministerial approval can be obtained, though clarification of the legality of such a position
should be obtained from the Department of Planning and Environment. Rationale for the
provision of affordable housing as a form of infrastructure and the economic feasibility
and reasonableness of mandatory mechanisms (including requiring the provision of or a
contribution) towards affordable housing are key matters addressed in the research for
the current study.
The State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009
(SEPPARH) aims to provide a consistent planning regime to encourage and enable the
provision of different types of affordable housing to various target groups. In particular,
the SEPPARH aims to facilitate the provision of affordable housing through zone
liberalisation, the provision of incentives for delivery of new affordable rental housing
including close to places of work, facilitating the retention and mitigation of the loss of
existing affordable rental housing, and the development of housing for special needs
groups including social housing, boarding houses and supportive accommodation.
The provisions, and the pros and cons, of SEPPARH are discussed in some detail at
Appendix H due to its likely relevance to North Sydney Council. Some of the more
positive aspects of the SEPPARH include the creation of a consistent framework for the
encouraging and enabling of some forms of potentially affordable and low cost
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See for example, Stubbs, J. 2003. Battle for the Right to the City, Faculty of the Constructed Environment,
RMIT (PhD thesis).
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accommodation in well-located areas, and the likelihood that such incentives and
planning liberalisation will open up opportunities in a range of housing markets.
Some of the more negative aspects include the potential to take a ‘top down’ approach
that can override local government’s strategic planning processes where these are well
considered, potential amenity impacts and community backlash in the case of poor
developments, the time-limited nature of the rental housing created, and the likelihood
that many developments will not be genuinely affordable to most of those in relevant
target groups needing affordable housing due to definitions of ‘affordable housing’ that
apply in SEPPARH.61 Further, there has been a deteriorating affordability situation in the
LGA (and Greater Sydney) despite the enactment of the SEPPARH which is likely to
continue. As such, addressing the needs of very low and low income households will
require Council to take stronger action to protect and create affordable housing beyond
that which is provided for in the SEPPARH.

3.2.3

Policy and Legislation on Boarding Houses

The NSW government has initiated policy changes to increase the supply of quality
boarding house premises to meet the needs of a variety of residents including key
workers, those who need more flexible housing options and those with special needs62,
as well as provide a more appropriate regulatory framework to deliver boarding house
services that promote and protect the wellbeing of residents.63

‘New Generation’ Boarding Houses
The State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 (SEPPARH)
encourages the creation of new boarding houses that provide low cost and flexible rental
housing to suit a range of different tenant groups such as single retirees, working

61

JSA’s preliminary assessment for North Sydney Council in 2010 and in relation to proposals at Manly and the
Hills Council areas (2011, 2013) indicated that much of the housing created through these market incentives
will not be ‘affordable’ to key target groups needing affordable housing due to definitions of ‘affordable
housing’ that apply in SEPPARH. This was largely due to the definitions of ‘affordable housing’ used in the SEPP.
JSA found that SEPPARH only ensures accommodation is affordable to a household at the top end of the
moderate income band for Sydney Statistical Division and may not provide affordable accommodation to
households with lower incomes. As such, it may be of limed utility in addressing the needs of the majority of
those in housing stress in the LGA, unless it is used to facilitate the development of dwellings by social (public
and community) housing providers.
62
63

Affordable Rental Housing State Environmental Planning Policy 2009, Reg 30, Standards for Boarding Houses.
Boarding Houses Bill 2012, Part 1, Clause 3, Object of this Act
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singles, homeless, students and young couples.64 The SEPPARH includes standards for
proposed boarding houses that must be satisfied prior to development consent.
The Government provides various incentives for proprietors of boarding houses, such as
land tax exemption or reduction in land value, and grants for essential fire-safety works.
In order to receive these incentives, certain requirements or conditions must be met. For
example, an exemption for the 2019 tax year is available where at least 80% of the
accommodation must be available for boarding house residents and set maximum tariffs
per room must not be exceeded.65
There are clearly positive aspects of this increased support for boarding houses,
particularly within an expensive inner-urban environment such as North Sydney, where
the most serious unmet housing need is for very low and low income renters, particularly
lone persons. However, in such a market, boarding house accommodation may not
constitute genuinely ‘affordable housing’ in accordance with relevant benchmarks, and
the SEPPARH is silent on the question of affordability for such accommodation.
It is understood that, apart from boarding houses developed by a community provider –
such as the Wollstonecraft development undertaken by Council and Link Housing –
privately owned boarding houses developed under the SEPPARH have not been a reliable
source of affordable housing. Due to the high market rents in the LGA and limited
provisions within ARHSEPP for boarding houses, such properties are not only garnering
rents that would be affordable to only the top end of the moderate band but also
advertising themselves as quasi-tourist and visitor accommodation.66
Council may wish to consider stronger policy and assessment criteria to attempt to
gain appropriate affordable housing outcomes when dealing with boarding house
applications, notwithstanding the legal standing of the SEPPARH.

Boarding Houses Act 2012
In October 2012, the NSW Government passed the Boarding Houses Act 2012 which has
been hailed as a “much-needed and long-overdue” measure of law reform for the
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NSW Government, Supporting Affordable Rental Housing – New Generation Boarding Houses fact sheet,
accessed
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at
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NSW Office of State Revenue, Revenue Ruling No. LT 104, Exemption – Land Use and Occupied Primarily for a
Boarding House – 2019 Tax Year, accessed online 02 July 2019 at www.revenue.nsw.gov.au/helpcentre/resources-library/lt104
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North Shore Times, Row over boarding house, 27 June 2019.
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sector.67 The Act declares that boarding house residents are entitled to live in premises
that are reasonably clean, in a reasonable state of repair and are reasonably secure.68
The Act establishes a system for registering all boarding houses and provides greater
protection for both proprietors and residents. While proprietors will now be required to
provide lodgers with an occupancy agreement upon commencement of their stay, there
is some flexibility in the drafting of the occupancy agreements in terms of the services to
be provided. Proprietors and boarding house residents will have access to the Consumer,
Trader and Tenancy Tribunal for dispute resolution.
Under the Act all boarding houses with five or more residents, including general boarding
houses and assisted boarding houses, will be ‘registrable’ with a Register of Boarding
Houses. The Act defines ‘general boarding houses’ as boarding premises that provides
beds for fee or reward for use by 5 or more residents (not including residents who are
proprietors, managers or their relatives), while ‘assisted boarding houses’ are those that
provide beds for fee or reward for use by 2 or more residents (not counting any resident
with additional needs residing with competent relatives) who have additional needs such
as an age related frailty, a mental illness or disability. The Director-General of the
Department of Family and Community Services will be responsible for the licensing and
regulation of assisted boarding houses for people with additional needs.
The Boarding House Register kept by the Commissioner of Fair Trading includes basic
information about the proprietor, the premises, the development consent or approval to
use the property as a boarding house, number of residents, name of the manager (if
any) and the number of bedrooms.69 According to the boarding house register as at July
2019, there are 21 registered boarding houses in the North Sydney LGA.70
Proprietors are required to notify the Commissioner of any changes to the information
contained in the registry on an annual basis. There are penalties for proprietors who fail
to provide this information. Within twelve months of registration, local Councils are
required to conduct an initial compliance investigation of a boarding house with regard to
building and fire safety, and other requirements for places of shared accommodation.
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Tenants’ Union of NSW, Boarding Houses Bill 2012: Comment, 18 October 2012. Accessed online 13
November 2012 at http://www.tenantsunion.org.au/boarding-houses-bill-comment
68
Boarding House Act 2012, Schedule 1 – Occupancy Principles, Clause 1 – State of premises, Current version
for 31 October 2018, accessed 2 July 2019.
69
NSW Fair Trading Boarding House Register, www.parkspr.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/BoardingHouse.aspx,
accessed 02 July 2019.
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Rise in Suburban Boarding Houses
Many boarding houses have traditionally been located in the inner city, with much of this
stock of low-cost housing lost to redevelopment and change of use.

While there is

consensus that the number of boarding houses and boarding house residents has
decreased in the last decade based on census counts, the rise of smaller boarding houses
in the middle and outer suburbs of cities like Melbourne and Sydney that can easily be
misclassified by census collectors as private dwellings is making the task of counting
boarding houses and their residents more difficult. In 2008, Victorian Councils started
registering boarding houses. Using Council records, interviews with housing officers and
250 field visits, researchers from RMIT estimate that between 2006 and 2011 the
boarding house population in inner Melbourne increased by ‘about one-third’, while the
number living in boarding houses in outer suburbs increased ‘six-fold’.71 The researchers
also believe that the boarding house population is becoming more diverse, including
more seniors, families and students.
The rise of the ‘suburban boarding house’ has been evidenced in the middle ring suburb
of Marsfield in the Ryde local government area, where Macquarie University is a close
neighbour. In early 2011, the protests of local residents against a quiet cul-de-sac in the
suburb where an estimated eight homes had been converted internally and operating as
boarding houses received media attention.72 There was concern that many boarding
houses in the area were operating illegally and guilty of exploiting tenants (often
international students), overcrowding, unsafe conditions, noise and rubbish issues and
tax fraud. In response to concerns from the community and the Council, the Member for
Ryde actively campaigned for changes in how boarding houses are approved and
monitored.

In November 2011, the Social Policy Committee of the NSW Parliament

Legislative Assembly released its report from its inquiry into international student
accommodation in New South Wales, which considered the extent of unauthorised
student accommodation operations – such as illegal boarding houses.73
The inquiry found that the NSW Government should place a greater focus on the needs of
student accommodation within the NSW planning system; and consider the introduction
of travel concessions for all international students to improve their opportunities to find
71

Chamberlain, C (2012) Counting Boarding Houses: Reflections on Homelessness Research in Australia, Paper
presented at the Homelessness Research Conference, Melbourne, April, Pg 12, accessed online 13 November
2012 at . http://www.homeground.org.au/assets/microsoft-word-conference-paper-ahuri-rmit-v2.pdf
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The Sydney Morning Herald, Cul-de-sac of broken dreams, 21 March 2011. Accessed online 13 November
2012
at
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suitable accommodation. The Inquiry recommended that consideration be given to
developing legislation that will improve the standards of student accommodation and
provide dispute resolutions and legal protections for students in both boarding houses
and share houses.
The inquiry found sufficient evidence to support the argument that Local Government
Councils do not have sufficient powers of entry to adequately inspect unauthorised
boarding houses or other buildings where accommodation is shared by a number of
unrelated people. The picture of student housing has become more complex as standard
residential buildings are converted or adapted to be occupied by a larger number of
people than might be the norm for conventional families. However, in view of questions
of property rights and individual freedoms the Committee recommended further analysis
be carried out before any changes are made in relation to powers of entry set out in the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 Division 9.2, Subdivision 2.
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4

Characteristics of North Sydney’s
Population

4.1 Introduction
The characteristics of North Sydney’s population, with change over time, are summarised
below. Greater detail is found in Appendices.

4.2 Demographic Profile
4.2.1 Household composition
By comparison with Greater Sydney in 2016, North Sydney LGA is characterised by
higher proportions of lone person households (32% compared to 20%) and of couple
families without children (28% compared to 22%). The proportion of households with
children is correspondingly low (23% compared to 44%).

However, it is important to

note that the proportion of households in North Sydney with children has increased from
20% in 2011 to 23% in 2016.
Between 2006 and 2016, the number of households increased from approximately
30,200 to 32,900, an increase of 9%, somewhat less than the 13% increase across
Greater Sydney over the same period.

The makeup of households has changed

somewhat in that time, with the largest increase among couple households with children
increasing from 4,000 to 5,900, an increase of 48% over the ten-year period. There was
a much smaller increase in the number of lone person households (3%) and decreases in
‘other’ household categories (-22%) and group households (-8%).

4.2.2 Household income
In the 2016 Census, the Australian Bureau of Statistics calculated the median gross
weekly household income of North Sydney LGA to be $2,360, which is approximately
$600 per week higher than the median of $1,750 for Greater Sydney. Change over time
between 2006 and 2016 was lower in North Sydney than the change increase for Greater
Sydney. Between 2006 and 2016, the median gross weekly household income for North
Sydney LGA increased by approximately 30% (disregarding inflation), from $1,800 to
$2,360, compared with a 50% increase for Greater Sydney, from $1,170 to $1,750, over
the same period.
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Household composition profiles for moderate, low and especially very low income
households (i.e. those earning $1,400-$2,095, $875-$1,399 and <$875, per week
respectively) are very different to the household composition profile for higher income
households. 73% of very low income households in North Sydney LGA were lone person
households in 2016 compared with 37% for all households. By comparison with all
households, very low (45%) and low (35%) income households were more likely to be
outright home owners (probably retired), compared with 18% of higher income
households. Very low income households are also much more likely to rent social housing
and 32% renting privately in 2016.

50% of all households in North Sydney LGA are

renting privately, with moderate income households being the most likely to do so at
57%.
As at 2011, in 2016 very low income households in North Sydney LGA are likewise
characterised by lone person households, outright ownership and social rental, older age
and exclusion from the labour force by comparison with all household LGA averages.
Likewise in 2016, low income households are characterised by lone person households,
outright ownership and private rental, older age and exclusion from the labour force by
comparison with all household LGA averages.
In 2016, moderate income households are characterised by higher levels of lone person
households and one parent family households, private rental, and full and part time work
compared to all household LGA averages.
In 2016, higher income households are characterised by higher levels of couple
households (probably reflecting dual incomes), home purchase and private rental,
younger age, full time work and occupations as ‘managers’ and ‘professionals’ compared
to all household LGA averages.

4.2.3 Household tenure
Household tenure / landlord type profile in North Sydney LGA is very different to the
profile for Greater Sydney and characterised by high levels of private rental (50% of
households compared to 30% for Greater Sydney), and with correspondingly lower levels
of ownership, purchase and social rental.

1.8% of households live in social housing,

compared to 5.0% for Greater Sydney. Social housing declined by -0.2% of dwellings in
North Sydney LGA from 2006 to 2016, both of which have declined between 2006 and
2016 (-0.2% in North Sydney LGA and -0.6% in Greater Sydney). Over the ten years,
the absolute number of households in social housing has increased in the LGA (n=12)
and in Greater Sydney; however that growth has not kept pace to maintain the
proportion of overall stock dedicated to social housing as was ten years ago.
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4.2.4 Dwelling structure
Dwellings in North Sydney LGA are much more likely to be flats, units and apartments by
comparison with Greater Sydney (76% compared to 30% at 2016) and much less likely
to be separate houses (11% compared to 56%). During the ten year period from 2006 to
2016, the number of flats, units and apartments in North Sydney LGA increased by
16.5% whereas all other dwelling structure types experienced reductions. This reflects
the high housing and land costs in North Sydney, as well as its prominent location and
increasing densification to accommodate growth.
Household types are spread across all dwelling types in 2016 in North Sydney LGA.
However, households with children are much more likely to live in separate and semidetached housing, while lone person households are more likely to live in flats and units.
Rental stock (particularly private rental) is much more likely to be flats and units; while
purchasing and outright ownership stock is much more likely to be separate and semidetached housing.

4.3 Commuter Profile
The profile of commuters shows the differences between those who work in an area and
those who live in an area.

In 2016, 10,100 of the 72,250 people working in North

Sydney LGA also lived in North Sydney LGA (14%).

Approximately 30,000 people

commuted out of North Sydney LGA, with most of these travelling to work elsewhere in
Greater Sydney (97%) particularly to the City of Sydney; while in net terms
approximately 32,000 people commuted into North Sydney LGA, again predominately
from elsewhere in Greater Sydney (95%) with key LGAs being the Northern Beaches,
Sydney, Willoughby and Inner West.
The individual income profiles for persons living and working in North Sydney LGA,
commuting in from elsewhere in Greater Sydney and commuting out to elsewhere in
Greater Sydney are all quite similar, with all three groups being substantially higherearning compared with all persons working in Greater Sydney.

The occupation profiles

of those living and working in the North Sydney LGA, and those commuting into and out
of the LGA to elsewhere in Greater Sydney are also quite similar, with larger proportions
of managers and professionals and lower proportions of technicians, trades workers,
sales workers, machinery operators and drives and labourers compared to all workers in
Greater Sydney. This profile remains unchanged from 2011 to 2016.
This appears to indicate that workers in North Sydney LGA (including large proportion s
of managers and professionals) are generally not excluded from living North Sydney LGA
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(assuming that people will live close to their place of work if they are able). Rather they
choose to commute into the LGA because they wish to live in an area which is higher
amenity, has lower density/larger housing, etc.

4.4 Migration
Between 2011 and 2016, slightly more people migrated out of North Sydney LGA than
migrated in (-159 people). Areas with large net out migration from North Sydney were
generally in close proximity, such as Willoughby, Northern Beaches and Lane Cove LGAs.
Areas with large net in migration are further afield such as Ku-ring-gai, The Hills and
Parramatta LGAs. Those moving out of the LGA tended to have higher incomes compared
to those migrating in or remaining in the LGA. Inward migration was predominantly in
the 20-39 year age group, while outward migration peaked in the 30-39 year age group;
a trend that has been evident in North Sydney for some time. There were no clear
migration trends associated with Occupation.
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5

Trends in Housing Affordability in North
Sydney LGA and Rationale for Planning
Intervention

5.1

What is ‘affordable housing’?

There is a common misconception that ‘affordable housing’ means ‘social’ (public or
community) housing. Although these are included on a broad continuum of affordable
housing for very low, low and moderate income households, many residents facing
affordability problems in North Sydney LGA would fall outside the eligibility criteria for
social housing, and would require other affordable housing products to rent or purchase.
Housing is generally considered to be ‘affordable’ when very low, low and moderate
income households are able to meet their housing costs and still have sufficient income
to pay for other basic needs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and
education. This is generally accepted to be where such households pay less than 30% of
their gross household income on housing costs.
The following table provides relevant benchmarks for ‘affordable housing’. These are
consistent with definitions and benchmarks in the NSW Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (NSW), State Environmental Planning Policy No 70 – Affordable
Housing (Revised Schemes) and State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental
Housing) 2009.

Table 5-1: Relevant Affordable Housing Income and Cost Benchmarks
Very low-income
household

Low-income
household

Moderate-income
household

<50% of Gross
Median H/H Income
for Greater Sydney

50-80% of Gross
Median H/H Income
for Greater Sydney

80%-120% of Gross
Median H/H Income
for Greater Sydney

Income Range (2)

<$913
per week

$914-$1,460
per week

$1,461-$2,190
per week

Affordable Rental
Benchmarks (3)

<$274
per week

$275-$438
per week

$439-$657
per week

Affordable Purchase
Benchmarks (4)

<$281,000

$281,0011$456,000

$455,001$681,000

Income
Benchmark

Source: JSA 2019, based on data from ABS (2016) Census indexed to March Quarter 2019 dollars
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(1)

All values reported are in March Quarter 2019 dollars

(2)

Total weekly household income

(3)

Calculated as 30% of total household income

(4) Calculated using ANZ Loan Repayment Calculator, using 13 May 2019 interest rate (4.76%) and assuming a 20%
deposit for a 30 year ANZ Standard Variable Home Loan and 30% of total household income as repayments.

Given the prolonged and growing affordability issues facing North Sydney LGA, reported
below and in JSA (2008a; 2008b) it is likely that the need for affordable housing could
affect anyone in the community at some stage in their lives. The inclusion of affordable
housing as a component of all new urban development and redevelopment, and
protection of existing stocks of affordable and low cost housing, supports the objectives
of government with regard to social sustainability and inclusion, and is thus also a matter
in the public interest. In particular, affordable rental housing provided in perpetuity is an
important form of community infrastructure that supports community wellbeing and
social and economic sustainability, including a diverse labour market and economy, and
strong and inclusive communities.

5.2

Housing Market Trends

5.2.1

Overview

The North Sydney housing market has historically been one of the more expensive in
Greater Sydney, and continues to be so for both rental and purchase.
Differentials in rental are most marked for separate houses, with North Sydney median
rents around twice those for North Sydney, although there has been recent volatility and
currently rents are 50% greater than those for Greater Sydney. Rentals for one bedroom
apartments have converged to a little above the Greater Sydney Median, but this is
because most of this stock in concentrated in inner ring areas attracting higher rentals.
Two bedroom apartments are consistently 25% above values for Greater Sydney.
Typically rents increased between 2002 and 2016, but since then have fallen somewhat.
The trend for dwelling purchase prices in North Sydney has been for increasing
differentials against Greater Sydney. Despite recent falls, non strata purchase prices are
currently 2.4 times those for Greater Sydney, and those for strata sales are 1.5 times
those for Greater Sydney.

5.2.2

Rental Trends Compared with Greater Sydney

Figures 5.1 to 5.3 below show rental trends for North Sydney LGA by comparison with
Greater Sydney for the period 1990-2019.
Rental has tended to track the Greater Sydney housing market, while being consistently
more expensive in the LGA. Median rental for separate houses is typically 2.0 times that
for Greater Sydney. Median rental for one bedroom apartments have tended to converge
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to the Greater Sydney median over the period, and are currently 3% above Greater
Sydney values, while median rentals for two bedroom apartments are currently 25%
above the Greater Sydney median.
For Greater Sydney, one bedroom apartment rentals increased in real terms between
2002 and 2016, and since that time have fallen by around 3%. Similarly, two bedroom
apartment rentals increased in real terms between 2002 and 2016, and since then have
remained relatively stable. The trends in North Sydney are similar.
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Figure 5-1: Rental Trend for North Sydney compared to Greater Sydney for Separate Houses, 1991 – 2019 adjusted for inflation.
Source: http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/About+Us/Reports+Plans+and+Papers/Rent+and+Sales+Reports/Latest+Issue/ accessed 15 June 2017; Rent and sales dashboard
accessed 14 May 2019; ABS 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Mar 2019; and JSA calculation.
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Figure 5-2: Rental Trend for North Sydney compared to Greater Sydney for One Bedroom Apartments, 1991 – 2019 adjusted for inflation.
Source: http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/About+Us/Reports+Plans+and+Papers/Rent+and+Sales+Reports/Latest+Issue/ accessed 15 June 2017; Rent and sales dashboard
accessed 14 May 2019; ABS 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Mar 2019; and JSA calculation.
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Figure 5-3: Rental Trend for North Sydney compared to Greater Sydney for Two Bedroom Apartments, 1991 – 2019 adjusted for inflation.
Source: http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/About+Us/Reports+Plans+and+Papers/Rent+and+Sales+Reports/Latest+Issue/ accessed 15 June 2017; Rent and sales dashboard
accessed 14 May 2019; ABS 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Mar 2019; and JSA calculation.
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5.2.3

Purchase Trends Compared with Greater Sydney

Non strata sales prices for Greater Sydney have increased in real terms (adjusted for
inflation) after being relatively stable between 2005 and 2012.

Prices appear to have

peaked in September 2017 and have dropped slightly since then.

North Sydney has

followed a similar trend but has been much more volatile, with prices rising rapidly and
peaking in 2016, and then falling by around 13%, somewhat similar to the trend for
North Sydney in the earlier housing boom in 2004.
Real (inflation adjusted) median strata prices for Greater Sydney increased by about
30% between 2012 and 2017, and have since fallen slightly. A similar trend is evident
for North Sydney, however the increase was more rapid, with a 60% increase between
2011 and 2017, and a more recent drop of 1-2%.
Details are shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5 below.
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Figure 5-4: Sales Trend for North Sydney compared to Greater Sydney for Non Strata Properties, 1991 – 2018 adjusted for inflation.
Source: http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/About+Us/Reports+Plans+and+Papers/Rent+and+Sales+Reports/Latest+Issue/ accessed 15 June 2017; Rent and sales dashboard
accessed 14 May 2019; ABS 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Mar 2019; and JSA calculation.
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Figure 5-5: Sales Trend for North Sydney compared to Greater Sydney for Strata Properties, 1991 – 2018 adjusted for inflation.
Source: http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/About+Us/Reports+Plans+and+Papers/Rent+and+Sales+Reports/Latest+Issue/ accessed 15 June 2017; Rent and sales dashboard
accessed 14 May 2019; ABS 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Mar 2019; and JSA calculation.
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5.3

Housing Stress and General Affordability

5.3.1 Overview
A commonly used measure of underlying need for affordably priced housing is the
number of households in ‘housing stress’, or at risk of after-housing poverty.74 A broad
‘rule of thumb’ for ‘housing stress’ is when a very low, low or moderate income
household is paying more than 30% of its gross income on rental or mortgage
repayments, and ‘severe housing stress’ when such a household is paying more than
50% of its income on such housing costs.
Other factors will clearly affect the financial and social wellbeing of a family, including the
adequacy and appropriateness of their housing, and costs that are unequally borne by
some households, for example, high health care or transport costs where they live in a
regional or rural area.75
As such, housing stress is useful as a broad metric for understanding the comparative
affordability of an area, and indicates the potential scale of the problem for planning
purposes.
The following table provides a summary of data below.

By far the most serious

affordability problem when considering housing stress is among renters, who make up
most households in housing stress, and with stress distributed across very low, low and
moderate income households. However very low income households are much more
likely to be in severe housing stress (that is, paying more than 50% of their gross
household income in rent).
Levels of housing stress among purchasers are quite low and reflect the difficulty of
any very low, low or moderate income household being able to purchase in North Sydney
LGA, with these households making up 27% of purchasing households in North Sydney,
compared to 40% for Greater Sydney.

74

See for example Yates, J. 2007. Housing Affordability and Financial Stress, AHURI Sydney University, who notes that,
often ‘housing stress’ is defined by the 30-40 rule, that is, that a low income household (in the lowest 40% of household
income) will pay no more than 30% of its gross income on housing costs. This broad rule of thumb is often extended to
the low to moderate income groups as defined under SEPP 70.
75

See for example Gleeson, B. and Randolph, B. (2002) ‘Social disadvantage and planning in the Sydney Context’,
Urban Policy and Research Vol 20(1) pp101-107; and Kellett, J. Morrissey, J. and Karuppannan, S. 2012. ‘The Impact of
Location on Housing Affordability’, Presentation to 6th Australasian Housing Researchers Conference, 8-10 February 2012,
Adelaide, South Australia.
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Table 5-2: Break Down of Relative Housing Stress among Income and Tenure Groups
Housing Stress Summary: North Sydney LGA

RENTAL

PURCHASE

TOTAL

Very Low

1,491 (29%)

303 (6%)

1,794 (35%)

Low

1,416 (28%)

247 (5%)

1,663 (33%)

Moderate

1,330 (26%)

311 (6%)

1,641 (32%)

4,237 (83%)

861 (17%)

5,098 (100%)

INCOME BAND

Total

Source: JSA 2019, derived from ABS 2016 Census, Table Builder

This is now looked at in more detail for different tenure groups.

5.3.2 Housing Stress among Renters
At the time of the 2016 Census, there were more than 4,200 renting households in
housing stress in North Sydney.
Despite the higher median rental cost in North Sydney LGA, there is a lower rate of
housing stress compared to Greater Sydney, largely due to the much higher income
profile of the LGA.
In North Sydney LGA, 28% of renting households were in housing stress in 2016
compared with 45% for Greater Sydney.
However lower income households make up a smaller proportion of renting
households than average in the LGA (37% for North Sydney compared to 63%
for Greater Sydney). As such, even though there are lower overall rates of
housing stress, this signifies a more serious issue for North Sydney than for
Greater Sydney, as lower levels of rental stress simply reflect the fact that lower
income people largely cannot afford to live in North Sydney LGA.
The following graph show the relative housing stress among renters for the relevant
areas. It can be seen that all households are much more likely to be in severe housing
stress by comparison with Greater Sydney.
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Figure 5-6: Housing Stress among very low, low and moderate income renting households
Source: JSA 2019, derived from ABS Census, Table Builder 2016

Households in rental stress in North Sydney were generally spread across very low
(35%), low (33%) and moderate income (32%) households. However, the demand in
terms of dwelling type is largely for smaller accommodation (74% of demand), with this
likely reflecting the lack of affordability of two bedroom and larger rentals in North
Sydney.
The breakdown in income and household type of those in rental housing stress in North
Sydney LGA is set out in the Table below.

Table 5-3: Households in rental stress for North Sydney LGA
All Households

Lone persons and couple
families without children

Family and Group
Households

Households
Very Low Income

1,491

1,159

248

Low Income Households

1,416

1,009

345

Moderate Income

1,330

814

457

4,237

2,983

1,051

Households

Households
Total

Source: JSA 2019, based on data from ABS Census of Population and Housing 2016 (Table Builder)
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5.3.3 Housing Stress among Home Purchasers
At the time of the 2016 Census, there were around 900 purchasing households in
housing stress in North Sydney LGA.
Despite the higher cost of purchase in North Sydney LGA, there is a lower rate of
housing stress compared to Greater Sydney. In North Sydney LGA, 13% of
purchasing households were in housing stress in 2016 compared with 20% for Greater
Sydney.

Again this reflects the smaller proportion of lower income purchasing

households in North Sydney, 27% for North Sydney compared to 40% for Greater
Sydney.
Housing stress levels for different income purchasers is shown in the following graph.

Figure 5-7: Housing Stress among very low, low and moderate income purchasing h/holds
Source: JSA 2019, derived from ABS Census, Table Builder 2016

The income profile of households in mortgage stress in North Sydney LGA is similar to
the profile of those in rental stress, being spread across very low (35%), low (29%) and
moderate (36%) income households. The demand in terms of dwelling type was skewed
towards smaller households, with smaller dwellings suitable for lone persons and couples
without children comprising 74% of households in housing stress, however this is likely
to be because of the high purchase price of larger dwellings in North Sydney, meaning
there is little opportunity for lower income households to purchase anything other than a
one bedroom apartment.
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Table 5-4: Households in purchasing stress for North Sydney LGA
All Households

Lone persons and couple

Family and Group

families without children
Households

Households

Very Low Income
Households

303

192

50

Low Income Households

247

153

59

Moderate Income
Households

311

202

84

Total

861

547

192

Source: JSA 2019, based on data from ABS Census of Population and Housing 2016 (Table Builder)

5.3.4

Affordability for relevant target groups

Purchase
In general, all larger households are excluded from affordable purchase in North Sydney
LGA, as are all low income and very low income households.

Most moderate income

households could affordably purchase a first quartile bedsit, with more limited access to
one bedroom apartments and larger apartments not affordable.
A first quartile bedsit is affordable to many moderate income households (upper 70% of
moderate income households) and a median bedsit is affordable to the upper 40% of
moderate income households in North Sydney LGA.

Bedsits comprised 3% of strata

sales in North Sydney LGA in 2018.
A first quartile one bedroom apartment is affordable to moderate income households
(upper 30% of moderate income households) and a median one bedroom apartment is
affordable to the upper 1% of moderate income households in North Sydney LGA. One
bedroom apartments comprised 26% of strata sales in North Sydney LGA in 2018.

Rent
Very low and low income households are effectively excluded from the private rental
market in North Sydney LGA.

While some affordable rental is available for moderate

income households, this largely consists of studio and one bedroom apartments, with
larger moderate income households (for example those with children) excluded from the
rental market.
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An analysis was conducted of properties for rent on domain.com.au for 16 & 17 May,
2019. There were 713 properties available for rent during this ‘snap shot’ period. Of the
713 properties advertised for rent, none were affordable to very low income households,
and 47 (or 7%) were affordable to low income households, all of which were studio or
one bedroom apartments. Three hundred and forty eight, or 49% of properties, were
affordable to moderate income households, and again the majority of these (57%) were
studio or one bedroom apartments.

Compared with previous similar data collected in

June 2017, rents are more affordable.
In terms of more general availability, a first quartile studio apartment is not affordable to
very low income households, and such households are effectively excluded from
affordable rental in North Sydney LGA, and a first quartile studio apartment is just
affordable to those at the top of the low income band.
A median apartment in North Sydney LGA is not affordable to moderate income
households and a first quartile apartment is affordable to the upper 50% of moderate
income households.

A first quartile studio apartment is affordable to all moderate

income households, with a first quartile one bedroom apartment affordable to 90% of
moderate income households. A first quartile two bedroom apartment is affordable to
17% of moderate income households.

5.4

Households able to affordably rent (1996-2016)

An assessment was also undertaken by JSA of changes in rental and purchase
affordability over time, specifically changes in the proportion of households that could
affordably rent from 1996 to 2016 according to relevant benchmarks.
In terms of the availability of ‘affordable’ private rental stock, both North Sydney LGA
and Greater Sydney have become less affordable over the past twenty years, however in
the most recent five year period there has been an increase in the availability of
properties affordable to low and moderate income households, reflecting an increase in
the number of smaller apartments over the period. North Sydney is a much less
affordable area than Greater Sydney as a whole, with far lower proportion of stock in the
‘affordable’ range for renters in the relevant target groups.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, public rental stock is generally affordable to relevant target
groups, though as discussed later, the LGA has a much lower than average supply of
social housing, and has lost social housing since 2001, although some stock has been
recovered in the last five year period.
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In 1996, very low income renting households in North Sydney LGA at the top end of
the income band (i.e. earning less than $374 per week) could theoretically ‘affordably’
rent approximately 1,20076 properties in North Sydney LGA (9%77 of properties). By
2011 this number had fallen to approximately 1,000 properties (7% of properties being
rented in the LGA), noting also that such properties are often not available to or rented
by such households. In 2016, the number of rental properties affordable to those at the
top of the very low income band (earning $873 per week) was approximately 700
properties (5% of properties).78
Similarly, while in 1996 low income households at the top end of the income band (i.e.
earning $597 per week) could theoretically ‘affordably’ rent approximately 3,000
properties in North Sydney LGA, by 2011 this number had fallen to 2,400 properties
(17% of properties in the LGA), again noting that these properties are often not available
to these households in a competitive market. In 2016, the number of rental properties
affordable to those at the top of the low income band (earning $1,397 per week) was
approximately 2,500 properties (17% of properties), showing a slight increase.79
In terms of dwellings affordable to moderate income households at the top end of the
income band (i.e. earning $896 per week in 1996) there was actually a slight increase in
the number between 1996 and 2011 (from approximately 7,800 in 1996 to 8,000 in
2011), while the proportion of properties that were affordable to these households
decreased slightly (from 59% in 1996 to 56% in 2011). In 2016, the number of rental
properties affordable to those at the top of the moderate income band (earning $2,095
per week) was approximately 8,800 properties (59% of properties), showing a slight
increase.80
A similar situation is seen in rental prices of properties rented through real estate
agents in the LGA, though substantially fewer of these properties are affordable to
lower-income households. Between 1996 and 2011 the number of these properties
affordable to households earning at the upper end of the very low income band
decreased from approximately 130 to 110 (from 1.5% of properties rented through real

76

Calculated by JSA based on data from ABS Census of Population and Housing 1996, 2001, 2006 and 2011
(Time Series Profile, Place of Enumeration). Note that rental prices for properties is reported by the ABS in
bands (e.g. rented for $100-$149 per week), and therefore for if the affordable weekly rent able to be paid falls
within the band the number of affordable properties is calculated using linear interpolation and assuming that
properties are evenly distributed across the rental band (e.g. very low income households at the top of the
income band in 1996 were calculated to be able to affordably rent a property for $112 or less per week).
77
Proportions are number of affordable properties divided by the total minus the number where rent was not
stated.
78
ABS Census 2016 using Tablebuilder.
79
ABS Census 2016 using Tablebuilder.
80
ABS Census 2016 using Tablebuilder.
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estate agents to 1.0%), and for those earning at the top-end of the low income band the
number of affordable properties decreased from 1,200 to 1,150 (from 14% to 10%).
Considering properties rented through real estate agents, in 2016, there were 130
privately rented properties (1% of privately rented properties) affordable to those at the
top of the very low income band and 1,400 privately rented properties (12% of privately
rented properties) affordable to those at the top of the low income band, showing a small
increase in affordable dwellings, and reflecting an increase in the number of smaller
apartments over the period.
In 2016, there were 460 privately rented properties (rented from real estate agents and
from persons not in the household) (3% of privately rented properties) affordable to
those at the top of the very low income band and 2,150 privately rented properties (15%
of privately rented properties) affordable to those at the top of the low income band.
The number affordable to households earning at the top-end of the moderate household
income band increased substantially from 4,700 in 1996 to 5,900 in 2011, though there
was a slight decrease in terms of the proportion of properties rented through real estate
agents that were affordable (decreased from 54% in 1996 to 53% in 2011). For 2016,
the number affordable to those at the top of the moderate income band and rented
through real estate agents was 6,900 or 56% of stock, and for all private rentals was
8,400 or 58% of stock. Again this is likely to reflect the ongoing construction of smaller
apartments.
Across Greater Sydney the trend was similar, though a far greater proportion of rental
properties were affordable to relevant target groups than in North Sydney LGA. The
number of rental properties affordable to households earning at the top-end of the very
low household income band for Sydney as a whole decreased slightly, from 26% of all
rental properties to 21% in 2011, as did the number affordable to households at the topend of the low income band (from 57% in 1996 to 46% in 2011). Again, while the
number of rental properties affordable to households earning at the top-end of the
moderate income band increased, the proportion of all rental properties decreased (from
86% to 79%). For 2016, 16% of properties were affordable to those at the top of the
very low income band, 43% were affordable to those at the top of the low income band
and 80% were affordable to those at the top of the very low income band. Consequently
there was a marked decrease in rental affordability between 2011 and 2016, particularly
for very low income households.
In terms of properties in Greater Sydney being rented through real estate agents, the
number affordable to households earning at the top-end of the very low income band
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remained almost the same, while the proportion decreased slightly from 5% in 1996 to
4% in 2011. The number affordable to households at the top-end of the low income band
increased between 1996 and 2011 in absolute terms, while the proportion of all
properties rented through a real estate agent decreased (from 41% to 31%). A similar
situation is seen for households earning at the top-end of the moderate income band,
with the number affordable to these households increasing substantially between 1996
and 2011 while the proportion decreased (from 82% to 73%).

For 2016, 2% of

properties were affordable to those at the top of the very low income band, 31% were
affordable to those at the top of the low income band and 75% were affordable to those
at the top of the very low income band. Consequently there was a marked decrease in
rental affordability between 2011 and 2016 for very low income households, affordability
for low income households remained unchanged, and affordability for moderate income
households increased somewhat.

5.5

Changes in supply of More ‘Affordable’ or
‘Lower’ Cost Dwelling Types

5.5.1

Changes in supply of social housing

In terms of relative affordability, social housing in North Sydney LGA is affordable to
the vast majority of the target group, and is actually more affordable than social housing
across Greater Sydney. In North Sydney LGA in 1996, 91% of state housing properties
(460 properties) were rented at a price affordable to households at the top-end of the
very-low income band, increasing to 92% in 2011 and to 96% of properties in 2016.
Comparatively, across Greater Sydney only 82% of state housing properties were being
rented at a price affordable to households at the top-end of the very-low income band in
1996 (58,000 properties), though this proportion increased slightly to 84% in 2011 and
fell to 81% in 2016.
Importantly, however, the supply of both public and community housing (social rental
housing) has declined in real terms, despite some growth through the Nation Building
(Economic Stimulus) package and through increases in the supply of community housing.
In 2016, 455 households in North Sydney LGA were enumerated81 in a property rented
through the NSW State Housing Authority (i.e. Housing NSW). A further 83 households
were in a property rented through a ‘housing co-operative / community / church group’,

81

Were ‘enumerated’ being counted at that place on the night of the Census.
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i.e. a community housing provider (CHP), or a total of 532 households in ‘social rental’
properties in 2016 (or 1.6% of the 32,851 occupied private dwellings in the LGA). Nearly
half (46%) of these were in the suburb of Kirribilli, with most of the remainder in the
suburbs of Wollstonecraft (16%), Cammeray (8%) and Cremorne (8%). Community
Housing tends to be scattered throughout the Local Government Area, with 28 (38%) in
the suburb of North Sydney, 19 (26%) in Wollstonecraft and 12 (16%) in Neutral Bay.
Between 2001 and 2011, there was a 9% decline in the number of households
enumerated in State Housing in North Sydney LGA, with the number decreasing from
505 to 459 over the ten-year period. Over the same period the LGA experienced a 32%
decline in the number of households enumerated in Community Housing, with the
number of households enumerated in this type of housing declining from 65 to 44. Over
the same period, the total number of households in North Sydney LGA increased by 10%,
from 28,500 households in 2001. Total households enumerated in Social Housing stock
therefore declined from 570 households in 2001 to 503 households in 2011 (an 11%
decrease in such households). However there was an increase between 2011 and 2016
of 29 social housing dwellings to a total of 532 dwellings, somewhat reversing the trend
in previous years.
This situation is of concern for two reasons. First, in order to maintain the relative
amount of social housing in North Sydney LGA from 2001 the amount of this type of
housing would have also had to increase by 15%, while in fact the amount of social
housing in the area has declined since 2001 by 7%. Secondly, even in 2001 the amount
of social housing in North Sydney LGA was low compared with Greater Sydney as a
whole, i.e. in 2001 social housing housed just 2.0% of households enumerated in North
Sydney LGA, compared with 5.5% of households enumerated across Greater Sydney.
This is a particularly serious issue for North Sydney due to the affordability context
discussed above.

5.5.2

Boarding Houses

Boarding houses have long provided a source of low-cost housing in metropolitan and
regional areas of Australia. The quality and suitability, both in terms of building standards
and in terms of occupancy arrangements, of this housing to meet the needs of the range
of residents who call boarding houses ‘home’ can vary widely.
Boarding house renters can include vulnerable people on limited incomes, such as people
with disabilities, those with experiences of homelessness, women escaping domestic
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violence (often with children), and people with age related frailty.

However, boarding

house renters can also be limited income workers and students (often from overseas).
In the most recent ABS Census (2016), 449 persons reported that they were ‘at home’ at
a ‘boarding house or private hotel’, an increase on the 395 people reported at the 2011
census. Of these 449 persons living in boarding houses, 135 lived in Kirribilli, 134 lived in
Neutral Bay, 137 lived in North Sydney, 35 lived in Cammeray and 6 lived in Waverton.
The increase is likely to be from the construction of boarding houses under SEPP
Affordable Rental Housing.
In 2008, the authors carried out a review of North Sydney Council’s actions and
involvement in promoting affordable housing for Council. The Affordable Housing
Strategy provided a comprehensive analysis of current and historic trends in housing
demand, supply, cost and affordability. It detailed the extent of provision and losses of
affordable housing since the mid 1990’s and described the profile of residents who
occupy and need affordable housing in the community.
The Background Report to the Strategy (JSA 2008a) established that there were around
23 accommodation facilities in North Sydney Council area that were operating as
boarding houses or private hotels at that time. It also reported on a survey of 29
boarding house properties
82

residents.

that

analysed the characteristics

of

boarding house

The majority (88.4%) of these people were single and 60.8% were employed

(full time or part time). Over 60% reported themselves as being long term residents,
living there for more than 3 months, with 19% residing in a boarding house for more
than 10 years. About one third (33.8%) were overseas visitors and 20.3% of those
surveyed had been at the boarding house for less than two weeks. About 20% of the
surveyed residents were pensioners. The study concluded that boarding houses and
private hotels were catering for a range of people with differing life circumstances,
including people who were very marginal in the housing market as well as lower income
key workers, and had in common the need to find affordable, accessible accommodation.
The issues identified by JSA’s (2008a; 2008b) report included:
•

The operation of boarding houses was only marginally profitable. The survey
owner/ managers established that 25% of respondents indicated they had plans
to change the use of the building within the next five years;

•

The continuing trend to the loss of this housing stock through conversions to
private residences, strata subdivision, or other uses;

82

Davidson, Phibbs and Cox (1998) Inner Sydney Boarding House Report, University of Sydney
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•

An emerging practice where boarding houses can be converted to backpacker
accommodation and in this way avoid assessment under SEPP 10 when a change
of use is proposed;

•

The data on Section 94 contributions shows that funds collected by North Sydney
Council through Section 94 contributions for affordable housing was not sufficient
to be able to offset the loss of accommodation that occurs when boarding houses
and/or private hotels are redeveloped. Between 2004 and 2008, 89 bed spaces
were lost for every 1 replaced; and

•

A key cost consideration in the provision of affordable housing is the holding cost
(i.e. the cost of the capital tied up in the building)

The loss of the small amount of boarding house stock remaining, and the need to protect
and expand such stock is an ongoing issue.

5.5.3

Smaller flats and units in general

Another form of housing often considered to be ‘affordable’ or at least ‘lower cost’ is
small flats and units. In the most recent ABS (2016) Census, 27,900 households were
enumerated in a flat, unit or apartments, with 15% being in a one or two storey block,
31% in a three storey block and 54% in a unit block of four storeys or more. Flats and
units made up 76% of all occupied private dwellings in North Sydney LGA in 2016
compared with 30% in Greater Sydney, and so North Sydney is a very different housing
market in this regard.
Of all flats and units in North Sydney LGA, just 648 (2.8%) were studio apartments/
bedsits and 6,545 (29%) were single bedroom units. A large number of units (50%) had
two bedrooms, and a substantial number (18%) had three or more bedrooms.83 Of studio
apartments and bedsits in North Sydney Local Government Area, around one-third were
in the suburb of North Sydney in 2016, 15% were in Neutral Bay and 14% were in
Kirribilli. In terms of single bedroom units, 17% were located in Neutral Bay, 16% in the
suburb of North Sydney and 12% in Cremorne.
In terms of the change in the number of smaller flats and units, while the number of
single bedroom units increased by about 13% between 2011 and 2016 (greater than the
overall increase in the number of flats and units of 9% in the same period), the number
of studio apartments and bedsits has fallen over the same period.84 Encouraging the
development of such units (as well as smaller one bedroom units) is likely to be an area

83
84

Note that 2,228 households enumerated in flats and units did not state the number of bedrooms
This may be a real loss or may reflect not stated in the Census.
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of policy concern for Council, since studio and small one-bedroom apartments are a
significant form of affordable housing for an area, and in particular for North Sydney LGA
due to its large proportion of lone person households (34%) and couples without children
(28%) who could comfortably inhabit a studio apartment, many of whom are in severe
housing stress.

5.6

Nature of persons living in ‘affordable housing’

A review of those living in forms of accommodation most likely to be affordable or lower
cost in the North Sydney LGA was also undertaken. We note that 2011 data from the
previous report (2013) cannot be replicated, as ABS data on the characteristics of people
counted in social (public and community) housing and in studio apartments is not
available in Census Table Builder as at 2019.

5.7

Mobility Data

The household profile of North Sydney LGA is very different to that of Greater Sydney, in
particular the large proportion of lone person households (32% of households compared
with 20% for Greater Sydney) and couples without children (28% compared with 22%),
and a smaller proportion of couples with children (18% compared with 30%) and single
parent families (5% compared with 10%).85 Just as locational amenity, proximity to
services and transport and to the employment centres of Sydney have fuelled demand
(and so land values and higher density dwelling types) in the LGA, so the type of housing
available and its relatively high cost has to a large extent shaped the demographic profile
of the area.
A trend identified previously was that there was significant outmigration of couples with
children to Willoughby, Warringah and Lane Cove LGAs (among others), likely due to life
stage factors (the greater abundance of larger dwellings, in particular detached houses,
lower density, and higher amenity in terms of private open space), and/or affordability
considerations (including the very high cost of purchasing accommodation and
particularly a separate dwelling with reasonable private open space in North Sydney
LGA). This continues to be the case in 2016 as, in net terms, persons migrating out of
North Sydney LGA tend to be aged 30-39 years and 0-9 years, and therefore are likely to
be young families.86
Between 20011 and 2016 there was a net migration out of North Sydney LGA of persons
earning individual incomes of $2,000 or more per week ($104,000 or more per year),

85
86

ABS Census of Population and Housing 2016
JSA 2019, using data from ABS Census of Population and Housing 2016
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which is likely to include a substantial proportion leaving the area to purchase or rent
family accommodation in adjacent LGAs. There were higher levels of net in migration for
people earning between $800 and $1,800 per week ($40,000 - $94,000).
The evidence appears to be quite mixed as to whether particular groups are being
excluded from North Sydney LGA due to their low incomes.
While it seems to be common-sense that people will live near their place of work if they
are able, this does not appear to be strongly supported by ABS data. More than one-third
of those commuting into North Sydney LGA from the balance of Greater Sydney earn
$2,000 or more per week, with this group as a whole having a slightly higher income
than those who both live and work in the LGA. However, the income profiles are quite
similar for those commuting into, out of and both living and working within the LGA, with
all three groups having a higher income than people working in Greater Sydney as a
whole. Not only that, many of those commuting into the LGA for work, even those on low
incomes, live in the relatively expensive LGAs of Willoughby, Ku-ring-gai and Sydney
City.
In addition, there are higher proportions of lower income workers who live and work in
North Sydney than who commute in.

These people may be part of higher income

households, such as spouses and children working part time or in lower status jobs.

5.8

Implications for diversity and mix of stock

In terms of addressing affordability issues in North Sydney LGA, a key question is
whether the aim is to address affordability issues experienced by persons and households
currently living in the Local Government Area, or to encourage a more diverse social mix
in terms of households with children including those commuting into the LGA for work.
The data above show that social mix is largely driven by the market, with low levels of
purchase stress among very low, low and moderate income households as these
households are excluded from the North Sydney market due to the unaffordability of
most products to most lower income households. Similarly, much of the rental stress is
amongst smaller households, as smaller dwellings provide some of the few opportunities
for lower income households to live in North Sydney, and larger lower income households
are excluded from the rental market.
There would appear to be sufficient challenge in maintaining existing diversity and
retaining those on very low, low and moderate incomes who already live in the LGA in
the context of the local housing market, and it would be difficult to increase the level of
larger stock suitable for families on low to moderate incomes due to the very high
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purchase and rental cost of such stock, without deep subsidies (such as that provided
through social housing rental arrangements, for example) and strong intervention in the
market.
A relevant factor is thus the apparently constrained supply of smaller dwellings (in
particular studio apartments and smaller one-bedroom apartments) appropriate to the
needs of lone person (and lower income couple) households. An ongoing expansion of
studio apartments and boarding house rooms provide the only opportunity for increasing
access to the North Sydney Housing market to lower income renters and purchasers.
Provision of additional larger accommodation at affordable prices is necessary if North
Sydney Local Government Area is to achieve a more diverse social mix in terms of lower
income households with children. Achieving diversity through housing affordability with
regard to household types (apart from smaller households) is thus likely to be a
considerable challenge in North Sydney LGA.

5.9

Quantification of need for AH

The North District Plan contains a target for an additional 25,950 new dwellings by 2021
in the North District, including 3,000 in North Sydney.87 A Metropolis of Three Cities88
sets a 2036 target of 92,000 additional dwellings for the district. Proportionally, this will
mean an additional 10,000 dwellings in North Sydney, and given the current level of
development, most or all are expected to be apartments.
In 2016, there were 33,000 households counted in private dwellings in North Sydney,
including 16,000 dwellings owned or being purchased (47%); and 17,000 dwellings
rented (53%).
Of the rental dwellings, 1.6% were social housing, and based on our recent rent survey,
none were affordable to very low income households, 7% were affordable to low income
households and 49% were affordable to moderate income households.
Of strata dwellings sold in the year to April 2019, none were affordable to very low
income households, 2% were affordable to low income households and 13% were
affordable to moderate income households.
In addition, boarding houses housed another 449 people.
Different targets for affordable housing depend on the policy approach adopted. A policy
of addressing the backlog of affordable housing and reversing gentrification will result in

87
88

Greater Sydney Commission (2019) North District Plan.
Greater Sydney Commission (2017) A Metropolis of Three Cities.
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very high targets for affordable housing.

A more achievable target is based on

maintaining 2016 levels of affordable housing in North Sydney LGA.
Considering only the maintenance of 2016 levels of affordable housing within North
Sydney LGA, the following targets will need to be met between 2016 and 2036:
•

An additional 160 social housing dwellings (1.6% of projected additional
dwellings)

•

An additional 6,200 affordable rental and purchase dwellings (62% of projected
additional dwellings)

•
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An additional 136 beds in boarding houses.

6

Social Housing in North Sydney LGA

6.1 Overview
‘Social housing’ is an umbrella term for housing that attracts deep government subsidies,
where rental is generally calculated as a proportion of gross household income (generally
around 25% and no more than 30%). Such housing increasingly accommodates low or
very low-income households, including those with a range of special needs.
‘Public housing’ is subsidised housing that is provided and managed by State, Territory or
Commonwealth government. ‘Community housing’ is subsidised housing that is managed
and sometimes owned by Community Housing Providers (CHPs), housing co-operatives,
churches or religious groups.
As of April 2019, ‘social housing’ in the North Sydney LGA is comprised wholly of
‘community housing’ managed properties following the NSW Government Management
Transfer Program, which transferred the management of all public housing tenancies in
the LGAs of North Sydney, Hunters Hill, Lane Cove and Willoughby to SGCH under a
twenty year agreement.89 Whilst NSW Land and Housing Corporation (LAHC) continues to
retain ownership of these properties, and a share in the ownership of other properties in
the LGA including a number in partnership with NSC, FACS is no longer managing public
housing tenancies in on its behalf in these areas.
The management of 509 public housing tenancies in North Sydney LGA have been
transferred to SGCH, including 306 tenancies in the Greenway at Milsons Point, 56
tenancies in Wollstonecraft, 49 tenancies in Cammeray, 40 tenancies in Cremorne, 26
tenancies in Crows Nest, 18 tenancies in Lavender Bay, 10 tenancies in Waverton and 4
tenancies in McMahons Point.

89

Family
and
Community
Services
NSW,
Management
Transfer
Program
Overview,
https://www.facs.nsw.gov.au/housing/living/management-transfer-program/management-transfer-programoverview, accessed 26/06/2019.
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Figure 6-1: The Greenway Estate, Milsons Point
Source: JSA (2018)

There are also ‘community housing’ properties that are owned by CHPs or in partnership
with other organisations such as NSC, LAHC and private individuals that are then
managed by a housing provider.
Link Housing is a major CHP on the north shore and is now the sole management
provider for the entire NSC housing portfolio, which across 24 properties includes 101
dwellings fully owned by NSC, 17 dwellings owned jointly by NSC and LAHC and 12
dwellings owned jointly by NSC and Link Housing.
According to the 2016 ABS Census, there were 538 social housing dwellings in the
North

Sydney

LGA,

including

455

public

housing

dwellings

(over

300

in

the

Greenway)(85%) and 83 community housing dwellings (16%). There is a much lower
proportion of social housing in the North Sydney LGA at 1.8% compared to the Greater
Sydney average of 5.0%.
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6.2 Expected waiting times for social housing in NSW
The Department of Family and Community Services (FACS) regularly releases
information on its website on the expected waiting times for social housing for general
applicants and priority applicants by allocation zone.90
The suburbs of the North Sydney LGA are included in two FACS allocation zones, CS04
Northern Suburbs91 and CS05 Northern Beaches92, which are much larger geographic
areas spanning multiple LGAs. The most recent data available from FACS is at 30 June
2018. The following table presents waiting list data and times for different dwelling sizes
in these allocation zones. The expected waiting times for a dwelling in either of the
allocation zones is 5 to 10 years, and 10 or more years for a larger 4+ bedroom dwelling
in the northern beaches allocation zone.

Table 6-1: Social housing applicants & expected waiting times for allocation zones that
include North Sydney LGA suburbs
NSW

CS04 Northern Suburbs
(% of NSW)

CS05 Northern Beaches
(% of NSW)

# general applicants

48,337

1,292 (3%)

567 (1%)

# priority applicants

4,595

179 (4%)

105 (2%)

52,932

1,471 (2.8%)

672 (1.3%)

5 to 10 years

5 to 10 years

Total social housing applicants
Expected waiting times
Studio/1 bedroom property

90

Family
and
Community
Services,
Expected
waiting
times,
https://www.facs.nsw.gov.au/housing/help/applying-assistance/expected-waiting-times, accessed August
2019.
91
Allocation zone CS04 Northern Suburbs includes the suburbs of: Arcadia, Artarmon, Asquith, Beecroft,
Berowra, Berowra Heights, Berrilee, Boronia Park, Brooklyn, Cammeray, Canoelands, Castle Cove, Castlecrag,
Chatswood, Chatswood West, Cheltenham, Cherrybrook, Cowan, Crows Nest, Dangar Island, Denistone,
Denistone East, Denistone West, Dural, East Lindfield, East Ryde, Eastwood, Fiddletown, Forest Glen, Galston,
Gladesville, Gordon, Greenwich, Henley, Hornsby, Hornsby Heights, Hunters Hill, Huntleys Point, Kenthurst,
Killara, Lane Cove, Lane Cove North, Lane Cove West, Lindfield, Linley Point, Longueville, Macquarie Park,
Marsfield, Meadowbank, Melrose Park, Middle Cove, Mount Colah, Mount Kuring-Gai, Naremburn, Neutral
Bay, Normanhurst, North Epping, North Ryde, North Willoughby, Northbridge, Northwood, Pennant Hills,
Putney, Pymble, Riverview, Roseville, Ryde, South Turramurra, St Ives, Tennyson Point, Thornleigh, Turramurra,
Wahroonga, Waitara, Warrawee, Waverton, West Pennant Hills, West Pymble, West Ryde, Westleigh,
Willoughby, Willoughby East, Wollstonecraft, Woolwich.
92
Allocation zone CS05 Northern Beaches includes the suburbs of: Allambie Heights, Avalon Beach, Balgowlah,
Balgowlah Heights, Bayview, Beacon Hill, Belrose, Bilgola, Brookvale, Church Point, Clareville, Clontarf, Collaroy,
Collaroy Plateau, Cottage Point, Cremorne, Cromer, Curl Curl, Currawong Beach, Davidson, Dee Why, Duffys
Forest, Elanora Heights, Fairlight, Forestville, Frenchs Forest, Freshwater, Great Mackerel Beach,
Harbord, Ingleside , Killarney Heights, Kirribilli, Lavender Bay, Lovett Bay, Manly, Manly Vale, McMahons Point,
Middle Head, Milsons Point, Mona Vale, Morning Bay, Mosman, Narrabeen, Narraweena, Newport, North
Balgowlah, North Curl Curl, North Manly, North Narrabeen, North Sydney, Oxford Falls, Palm Beach, Seaforth,
St Leonards, Terrey Hills, Warriewood, Whale Beach and Wingala.
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CS04 Northern Suburbs
(% of NSW)

CS05 Northern Beaches
(% of NSW)

2 bedroom property

5 to 10 years

5 to 10 years

3 bedroom property

5 to 10 years

5 to 10 years

4+ bedroom property

5 to 10 years

10+ years

NSW

Source: FACS, 2019

6.3 Link Housing
Link Housing Ltd is a public benevolent institution with a 35-year history as a community
housing provider. The purpose of the business is to provide affordable rental
accommodation to people on very low to moderate incomes. Link Housing aims to
provide a compassionate, client-centred service for people at risk of homelessness or
unable to afford market priced private rental in the Sydney Region.
From a handful of properties in 1984 the organisation now manages almost 4,000
dwellings across 25 Local Government Areas. The management services extend from
placing tenants into their new home, the collection of rents and coordinating activities
with support partners; through to managing the sustainable maintenance of the majority
of the dwellings. Link Housing is committed to developing communities and partnerships
and employ a team of professionals to provide case management to individuals, through
to engaging groups of people in the community.
Link Housing has provided JSA with data on the profile of its current stock and tenancies
as at June 2019.

6.3.1 Link Housing – Stock Profile
All Stock by LGA by Type
As at June 2019, Link Housing has 3840 dwellings under management throughout the
greater Sydney metro area, predominately across the whole north shore area from
Warringah to Manly; Hornsby to Ryde; and Willoughby to North Sydney. Link Housing
also manages properties in the Wollongong LGA.
The following tables show the breakdown of these 3840 properties by LGA, followed by a
breakdown of the type and bedroom number of stock under management in North
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Sydney. It can be seen that Link Housing stock is concentrated most heavily in Ryde
LGA (43%), Hornsby LGA (26%) and Northern Beaches LGA (9%).

Table 6-2: Link Housing properties by LGA by Type
Leasehold

Affordable
Leases and
Market
Leases

Fee for
Service

0

0

9

0

0

9

0

0

0

13

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

Camden Council

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

5

Campbelltown City Council

0

0

0

0

23

0

0 23 (1%)

Canterbury-Bankstown
Council

0

0

32

0

24

0

0 56 (1%)

City of Canada Bay Council

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

City of Parramatta Council

12

0

0

12

70

0

5 99 (3%)

1365

126

0

86

1

7

60

1645
(43%)

City of Sydney Council

0

0

0

0

18

0

0

18

Cumberland Council

0

0

0

0

18

0

0

18

649

88

0

103

55

6

114

1015
(26%)

Hunter's Hill Council

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Inner West Council

0

0

0

0

5

10

0

15

Ku-Ring-Gai Council

13

0

0

10

5

0

4

32
(1%)

Lane Cove Council

31

0

0

31

25

15

0

102
(3%)

0

0

0

0

57

0

0

57
(1%)

Mosman Council

42

0

0

4

0

0

0

46
(1%)

North Sydney Council

23

0

0

21

1

116

0

161
(4%)

131

4

0

95

21

0

84

335
(9%)

Randwick City Council

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

The Hills Shire Council

0

0

0

4

8

0

5

17

Waverley Council

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

23

0

0

65

51

0

10

149
(4%)

Current
Capital

Nation
Building
(Owned)

Potts Hill
(Owned)

Bayside Council

0

0

Blacktown City Council

0

Burwood Council

LGA

City of Ryde Council

Hornsby Shire Council

Liverpool City Council

Northern Beaches Council

Willoughby City Council
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Disability
TOTAL
Group
(%)
Homes

8

71

LGA

Fee for
Service

0

0

7

0

32
(1%)

431
(11%)

430
(11%)

154
(4%)

Nation
Building
(Owned)

Potts Hill
(Owned)

0

0

2293
(60%)

218
(6%)

Wollongong City Council
TOTAL (%)

Leasehold

Affordable
Leases and
Market
Leases

Current
Capital

Disability
TOTAL
Group
(%)
Homes
0

7

282
3840
(7%) (100%)

Source: Link Housing, 2019

North Sydney LGA Stock by Suburb, Dwelling Type & Bedroom Type
As at June 2019, 4% of stock is in North Sydney LGA, which consists of 161 private
dwellings that includes three boarding houses (one 11-bedroom in Cremorne, one 5bedroom in Cammeray and one 7-bedroom in Wollstonecraft).93
Most of the stock is made up of Unit/Duplexes (80%) with a high percentage of 1bedroom (58%) properties. Most of the stock is in the suburbs of Wollstonecraft (n=51,
32%) North Sydney (n=27, 17%) and Neutral Bay (n=21, 13%).

Table 6-3: Link Housing properties in North Sydney LGA by Suburb & Size
Bedroom Type Cammeray

Neutral
North Crows
St McMahons
Wollstonecraft Waverton
Kirribilli
Cremorne
Bay
Sydney Nest
Leonards
Point

Total
(%)

1 Bed

0

17

34

1

14

7

12

5

1

3

94
(58%)

2 Bed

5

3

10

2

1

3

0

4

0

2

30
(19%)

3 Bed

0

1

0

5

12

4

1

0

2

0

25
(16%)

4 Bed

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3
(2%)

5 Bed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
(0%)

Group/Boarding
Homes*

1

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9
(6%)

6
(4%)

21
(13%)

51
(32%)

11
27
14
(7%) (17%) (9%)

13
(8%)

9
(6%)

3
(2%)

Total (%)

6
161
(4%) (100%)

Source: Link Housing, 2019

Table 6-4: Link Housing properties in North Sydney LGA by Suburb & Type
Dwelling Type Cammeray

93

Neutral
North Crows
St McMahons
Wollstonecraft Waverton
Kirribilli
Cremorne
Bay
Sydney Nest
Leonards
Point

Total
(%)

*Numbers of boarding houses/group homes in Tables 6 & 7 reflect the method by which Link Housing
classifies different dwelling types. Link Housing has confirmed that it has three boarding houses among its
North Sydney LGA stock.
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Dwelling Type Cammeray

Neutral
North Crows
St McMahons
Wollstonecraft Waverton
Kirribilli
Cremorne
Bay
Sydney Nest
Leonards
Point

Total
(%)

Units /
Duplexes

5

21

44

8

15

10

12

9

1

4

129
(80%)

Townhouses

0

0

0

0

12

1

0

0

0

1

14
(9%)

Houses

0

0

0

3

0

3

1

0

2

0

9
(6%)

Group/Boarding
Homes*

1

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9
(6%)

6
(4%)

21
(13%)

51
(32%)

11
27
14
(7%) (17%) (9%)

13
(8%)

9
(6%)

3
(2%)

Total (%)

6
161
(4%) (100%)

Source: Link Housing, 2019

All Stock by Program Type
The vast majority of properties managed by Link Housing are social housing properties,
with the balance being affordable housing and Specialist Disability Accommodation and
some private ventures. There are 116 tenancies in North Sydney Council Joint Venture
Properties.

Table 6-5: Link Housing Stock by Program Type
Program

Total No. of Properties

%

358

9.3%

Capital Stock Transfer

74

1.9%

Capital GHSH

11

0.3%

Capital SHMT

1842

48.0%

218

5.7%

DOH Short Term

8

0.2%

Market Rent - Social Housing

6

0.2%

370

9.6%

Leasehold SHMT

31

0.8%

Crisis

24

0.6%

NSC Joint Venture - FFS

35

0.9%

9

0.2%

72

1.9%

The Housing Connection - FFS

6

0.2%

Homes Purchase Assistance [Affordable]

5

0.1%

Market Rent [Affordable]

22

0.6%

Potts Hill [Affordable]

32

0.8%

Capital Properties

Nation Building

Leasehold

NSC Joint Venture - FFS [Affordable]
NSCJV FACS Transfer
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Program

Total No. of Properties

%

6

0.2%

23

0.6%

Rest System - NRAS /SEPP [Affordable]

412

10.7%

SDA Group Home Tenancy Units

243

6.3%

33

0.9%

3840

100.0%

Thornleigh - FFS [Affordable]
Johnston Lane [Affordable]

SDA Respite Tenancy Units
TOTAL
Source: Link Housing, 2019

6.3.2 Link Housing – Tenant Profile
Length of current tenancies
Length of current tenancy for Link Housing tenants varies from new tenants to those who
have been tenants for many years, including 9% of current tenancies at less than one
year while 20% have been tenants for more than 15 years.
25%
21%
20%

20%

20%
16%
15%

10%

13%
9%

5%

0%
Less than 1 year

1 - 2 Years

3 - 5 Years

6 - 10 Years
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Figure 6-2: Link Housing Tenants – Length of current tenancies
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Proportion of households paying Market Rent
Link Housing has applied subsidies to 3763 (98%) tenancies under management. These
tenants are paying less than market rent. 2% of tenancies are paying market rent.
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Figure 6-3: Link Housing Tenants – Market Rent
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Proportion of household income vs paid in rent
Link Housing sets rental payments based on 25-30% of tenants’ assessable income level.
The figure below shows the proportion of tenants and how much of their income they are
paying on rent. Link Housing has advised that in the data provided, the amount of ‘rent’
includes other non-rent charges such as water etc; which explains why a large proportion
of tenants (60%) are paying between 31-40% of their income in rent. Link also reports
that the data showing that a small proportion of tenants are paying very large
proportions of their income on ‘rent’ (e.g. 70% or more) likely reflect data entry errors in
terms of tenant income levels.94
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Figure 6-4: Link Housing Tenants - % Income Paid in Rent
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Age Profile of Tenants
68% of Link Housing tenants are over 51 years of age.
94

Telephone correspondence with Link Housing, 03 July 2019.
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Figure 6-5: Link Housing Tenants – Age Profile
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Incidence of Disability
Almost half (45%) of Link Housing tenancies are described as having a disability. 59% of
tenants with a disability are categorised by disability type as ‘other’ and 27% as
‘sensory/speech’.
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Figure 6-6: Link Housing Tenants – Disability Profile
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Types of disability among those with a disability
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Figure 6-7: Link Housing Tenants – Disability Profile by Type
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Household Types
Consistent with Link Housing’s high percentage of 1-bedroom properties, the majority
(68%) of tenancies are single person households, followed by 21% single with others
(non-family or group).
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Figure 6-8: Link Housing Tenants – Household Types
Source: Link Housing, 2019

Main source of household income
Aligning further with the above statistics, the majority of Link Housing tenants’ (66%)
main source of income is either disability support (36%) or aged (30%) pensions.
Although 14% of Link Housing tenants are earning wages, their earnings are
predominately not high enough for tenants to pay market rent (2%) and therefore rental
subsidies are applied.
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Figure 6-9: Link Housing Tenants – Main source of income
Source: Link Housing, 2019
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Households by weekly income bracket
91% of Link Housing tenant households have a weekly income of less than $500, with
61% earning between $400-$499 per week (reflective of DSP and aged pension levels).
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Figure 6-10: Link Housing Tenants – Income Profile
Source: Link Housing, 2019

6.4 North Sydney Council Housing Portfolio
NSC has some level of ownership in 23 properties that includes 10 separate houses
(including two youth refuges), 99 unit dwellings and 3 boarding houses. In total,
Council’s housing portfolio currently provides housing for 130 tenancies (excluding youth
refuges). NSC also retains ownership of the James Milson Village, a retirement village
complex managed by the North Sydney Retirement Trust.
Apart from the Taldumande Youth Refuge and James Milson Village, all of these
properties (regardless of level of ownership by LAHC) are managed by Link Housing as of
2019.
The following table provides a breakdown of these properties by suburb within North
Sydney LGA.
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Table 6-6: North Sydney Council Owned Properties
Address Street

Suburb

Post Code

# Tenancies Dwelling Type

NSC
Ownership

NSW LAHC
Ownership

12

Lytton Street

Cammeray

2062

4

4 units - 2 bedroom units

51.00%

49.00%

287

Miller Street

Cammeray

2062

5

boarding house w/ 5 single
13.74%
living units

0.00%

34

Boyle Street

Cremorne

2090

11

boarding house w/ 11
single living units

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

55
5

Huntington Street
Macarthur St

Crows Nest
Crows Nest

2065
2060

1
2

100.00%
47.72%

0.00%
52.28%

Link Housing
Link Housing

23

Nicholson Street

Crows Nest

2065

7

51.80%

0.00%

7-17

Nicholson Street

Crows Nest

2065

43

1 house - 2 bedroom
2 units - 3 bedroom
boarding house w/ 7 single
living units
Nicholson Car Park Units –
Lease to FACS until 2038

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

3-5

Sophia Street

Crows Nest

2065

6

6 units - 1 bedroom

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

250

West Street,
Sexton's Cottage

Crows Nest

2065

1

1 house w/ museum - 1
bedroom

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

85

Kirribilli Avenue

Kirribilli

2061

1

1 house – Lease to FACS
until 2040

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

40

McDougall Street

Kirribilli

2061

12

Grantham Units - Lease to
FACS until 2037

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

23

Queens Avenue

McMahons
Point

2060

1

1 house - Lease to Link
Housing until 2040

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

25

Queens Avenue

McMahons
Point

2060

1

1 house - Lease to FACS
until 2040

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

124

Ben Boyd Road

Neutral Bay

2089

Youth
Refuge

5 bedroom house

44.40%

55.60%

Taldumande
Youth Services
Inc.

17

Ben Boyd Street

Neutral Bay

2089

2

1 x 2 bedroom duplex, 1 x

37.15%

62.85%

Link Housing
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Link
Ownership

Managed by…
Link Housing

86.26%

48.20%

Link Housing

Link Housing
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Address Street

Suburb

Post Code

# Tenancies Dwelling Type

NSC
Ownership

NSW LAHC
Ownership

Link
Ownership

Managed by…

3 bedroom duplex
4

Clark Road, James
Milson Village (6567 High Street)

Neutral Bay

Aged Care

[Number of units
unknown]

25.00%

0.00%

North Sydney
Retirement
Trust

429D
2-24

Alfred Street
Cunningham

North Sydney 2060
North Sydney 2060

5
12

5 units - 1 bedroom
Lease to FACS until 2035

24.16%
100.00%

75.84%
0.00%

Link Housing
Link Housing

2

Tucker Street

North Sydney 2060

4

4 units - 1 bedroom

26.00%

74.00%

Link Housing

10

Atchison St

St Leonards

2065

9

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

215

Chandos Street

St Leonards

2065

Youth
Refuge

‘Key Worker’ affordable
housing
3 bedroom detached
house

41.33%

58.67%

Link Housing

19

Clifton Street

Waverton

2060

1

Lease to FACS until 2040

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

30

Euroka Street

Waverton

2060

1

Lease to FACS until 2040

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

67
Euroka Street
Total # Tenancies

Waverton

2060

1

Lease to FACS until 2040

100.00%

0.00%

Link Housing

2089

(excluding Youth Refuges and James Milson Village)
Source: NSC Data, 2019
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